English - An Inspector Calls - J. B. Priestly

ACT

PLOT

CHARACTERS

KEY QUOTES

Act 1

Sheila and Gerald’s engagement is celebrated.

Mr Birling

Pompous, overconfident, stubborn,
a social climber.

Birling’’s
Confidence

‘’We’re in for a time of steadily
increasing prosperity’

Act 1

Birling says there will be no war; references Titanic

Mrs Birling

‘’Cold’, supercilious, upper-class,
prejudiced.

Birling on
society

Act 1

Inspector arrives; a young girl has committed suicide.

Sheila

Naïve, compassionate, perceptive,
curious, wiser.

‘’The way some of these cranks talk
and write now, you’d think everybody
has to look after everybody else’

Act 1

Birling threw her out after strike; Sheila had her fired for
laughing.

Eric

Irresponsible, reckless, frustrated,
repentant..

Shelia’s
recognition

‘but these girls aren’t cheap labour –
they’re people’’

Act 2

Gerald had an affair with Daisy Renton

Gerald

Sheila’s
regret

Act 2

Mrs Birling refused to give charity to Eva; blames father.

Arsitocratic, partly repentant,
unchanged.

‘it’s the only time I’ve ever done
anything like that, and I’ll never, never
do it again to anybody’

Eva Smith

‘warm hearted’, moralistic,
representative.

Inspector G

‘Massiveness’, systematic,
unflappable, mysterious.

Sheila on
the
inspector

‘we all started like that – so confident,
so pleased with ourselves until he
began asking us questions’

Sheila on
Eric

‘’he’s been steadily drinking too much
for the last two years’

Inspector on
guilt

‘I think you did something terribly
wrong – and that you’re going to spend
the rest of your life regretting it’

Mrs Birling
defends
herself

‘she was claiming elaborate fine
feelings and scruples that were simply
absurd in a girl in her position’

Eric explains

‘I’m not very clear about it, but
afterwards she told me she didn’t want
me to go in but that – well, I was in
that state when a chap easily turns
nasty – and I threatened to make a
row’

The
inspector
says

‘but each of you helped to kill her.
Remember that’

Inspector’s
message

‘there are millions and millions and
millions of Eva Smiths and John Smiths
still left with us, with their lives, their
hopes and fears, their suffering, and
chance of happiness, all intertwined
with our lives, with what we think and
say and do. We don’t live alone.’

Act 3

Eric’s involvement revealed; possible rape hinted at.

Act 3

Inspector leaves. Gerald returns; met policeman, no
Inspector G

Act 3

Telephone rings; an inspector is coming.

CONTEXT

Voiceless, the underdog, working
class.

THEMES

1912

Play is set here; just before WWI and the sinking
of the Titanic.

1945

Priestley wrote the play then; start of the
welfare state and ideals of social equality made
real.

Social
responsibility

Or socialism; we must all look after each other.

Capitalism

Business should make money no matter the
human cost; we are all responsible only for
ourselves.

Class

Edna

Priestley asks his audience to examine their individual
and collective responsibility to society. He wants a
welfare state.
The hypocrisy of middle-class Edwardian society is
uncovered: appearance & reputation matter more
than reality & morality.
Priestley criticises the selfishness of capitalism and
wants a fairer, socialist future after the horrors of two
world wars.
Priestley shows the older generation to be set in their
ways, while the young are open to change.

Upper and lower social classes are segregated.

Age

Old vs young; new and old ideas counterposed

Eva Smith is the embodiment of young, working-class
women who were oppressed by the middle/upper
classes.

Attitudes to
women

Patriarchal leading to misogyny

The play demonstrates that when workers do not have
full employment rights they cannot fight back

English Literature – An Inspector Calls – Extension tasks
Task 1. Watch these Mr Bruff Act
summary videos on youtube and take
notes on key points, quotes, context
and analysis:

Task 2. Character quotes to learn (linked to
task 3):
1.
2.
3.

Act 1: https://youtu.be/QJ_0VgEduXY
(Search for 'An Inspector Calls': Act 1
Summary & Analysis)
Act 2: https://youtu.be/bcXMy84cr5g
(Search for 'An Inspector Calls': Act 2
Summary & Analysis)

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Act 3: https://youtu.be/v_m3SMNk-SA
(Search for 'An Inspector Calls': Act 3
Summary & Analysis)
You can also explore further videos that
relate to themes, events and characters
within the play:
The Inspector’s final speech:
https://youtu.be/GGwITPrb_Yc
Young vs Old:
https://youtu.be/XaZSujrmt58

9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.

15.
16.
17.
18.

Inspector: It’s better to ask for the earth than to take it.
Inspector: You’re offering the money at the wrong time,
Mr Birling.
Inspector: One Eva Smith has gone… but there are
millions… of Eva Smiths… all intertwined with our lives…
if men will not learn that lesson, then they will be
taught it in fire and blood and anguish.
(About Mr Birling): A heavy looking, rather portentous
man
Mr Birling: I speak as a hard-headed practical man of
business…
Mr Birling: Unsinkable, absolutely unsinkable
Mr Birling: I must say Sybil, that when this comes out at
the inquest, it isn’t going to do us much good
Mrs Birling: When you’re married, you’ll realise that
men with important work to do sometimes have to
spend all their time and energy on their business. You’ll
have to get used to that, just as I had.
Mrs Birling: Girls of that class…
Mrs Birling: He’s only a boy
Gerald (to Sheila): I hope I can make you as happy as
you deserve to be.
Gerald: I didn’t install her there so I could make love to
her… I was sorry for her.
(Sheila to Eric): You’re squiffy.
Sheila: You musn't build a kind of wall between us and
that girl - if you do, the inspector will just break it
down…
Sheila: I don’t care about that, the point is that you
don’t seem to have learnt anything
Eric: I was in that state when a chap easily turns nasty.
Eric: You're not the kind of father a chap could go to
when he's in trouble.
Eric: The money’s not the important thing. It’s what
happened to the girl and what we all did to her that
matters.

Task 3. For each quote in task 2:
a . Read and re-familiarise yourself with the quote
b. Choose a suitable image to represent the quote
c. Explain the quote briefly with a bullet point
d. Underline the SWA (Single Word Analysis) and bullet
point the effect of this language or technique
e. Link the quote to relevant background/context in a
bullet point

Here is an example for the first quote:
1. Inspector: It’s better to ask for the
earth than to take it.

•

•

•

The Inspector says that Eva was entitled to ask for a
pay rise and decent living wage and that Mr Birling
didn’t have to be harsh by firing her
SWA: “ask” - this verb is about being a decent human
being, rather than someone who just ‘takes’ by force.
This is a dig at Mr Birling and his capitalist ways. The
quote is a metaphor about being a decent human.
Relates to the socialist context of the play - really
about people doing the right thing and looking out for
each other in society so that it is fair, rather than

exploit people for making profit (capitalism)

You can do this task on Google Slides to
allow you to include images.

English - Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde - Plot summary:
1. The Story of the Door: Passing a strange-looking door whilst out for a walk, Enfield tells Utterson about incident involving a man (Hyde) trampling on a
young girl. The man paid the girl compensation. Enfield says the man had a key to the door (which leads to Dr. Jekyll‘s laboratory)
2. Search for Hyde: Utterson looks at Dr. Jekyll‘s will and discovers that he has left his possessions to Mr. Hyde in the event of his disappearance.
Utterson watches the door and sees Hyde unlock it, then goes to warn Jekyll. Jekyll isn‘t in, but Poole tells him that the servants have been told to obey
Hyde.
3. Dr. Jekyll was Quite at Ease: Two weeks later, Utterson goes to a dinner party at Jekyll‘s house and tells him about his concerns. Jekyll laughs off his
worries.
4. The Carew Murder Case: Nearly a year later, an elderly gentleman is murdered in the street by Hyde. A letter to Utterson is found on the body. Utterson
recognises the murder weapon has a broken walking cane of Jekyll‘s. He takes the police to Jekyll‘s house to find Hyde, but are told he hasn‘t been
there for two months. They find the other half of the cane and signs of a quick exit.
5. Incident of the Letter: Utterson goes to Jekyll‘s house and finds him ‗looking deadly sick‘. He asks about Hyde but Jekyll shows him a letter that says he
won‘t be back. Utterson believes the letter has been forged by Jekyll to cover for Hyde.
6. Remarkable Incident of Dr. Lanyon: Hyde has disappeared and Jekyll seems happier and more sociable until a sudden depression strikes him.
Utterson visits Dr. Lanyon on his death-bed, who hints that Jekyll is the cause of his illness. Utterson writes to Jekyll and receives a reply that suggests
he is has fallen ‗under a dark influence‘. Lanyon dies and leaves a note for Utterson to open after the death or disappearance of Jekyll. Utterson tries to
revisit Jekyll but is told by Poole that he is living in isolation.
7. Incident at the Window: Utterson and Enfield are out for walk and pass Jekyll‘s window, where they see him confined like a prisoner. Utterson calls out
and Jekyll‘s face has a look of ‗abject terror and despair‘. Shocked, Utterson and Enfield leave.
8. The Last Night: Poole visits Utterson and asks him to come to Jekyll‘s house. The door to the laboratory is locked and the voice inside sounds like
Hyde. Poole says that the voice has been asking for days for a chemical to be brought, but has rejected it each time as it is not pure. They break down
the door and find a twitching body with a vial in its hands. There is also a will which leaves everything to Utterson and a package containing Jekyll‘s
confession and a letter asking Utterson to read Lanyon‘s letter.
9. Dr Lanyon‘s Narrative: The contents of Lanyon‘s letter tells of how he received a letter from Jekyll asking him to collect chemicals, a vial and notebook
from Jekyll‘s laboratory and give it to a man who would call at midnight. A grotesque man arrives and drinks the potion which transforms him into Jekyll,
causing Lanyon to fall ill.
10. Henry Jekyll‘s Full Statement of the Case: Jekyll tells the story of how he turned into Hyde. It began as a scientific investigation into the duality of
human nature and an attempt to destroy his ‗darker self‘. Eventually he became addicted to being Hyde, who increasingly took over and destroyed him.

English - Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde - Plot summary:
Key characters

Dr Henry Jekyll

A doctor and experimental
scientist who is both wealthy
and respectable.

Mr Edward
Hyde

A small, violent and
unpleasant-looking man;
an unrepentant criminal.

Gabriel Utterson

Key themes

-Duality

-Science and
the
unexplained

A calm and rational lawyer and
friend of Jekyll.

-The
supernatural

Dr Hastie
Lanyon

A conventional and respectable
doctor and former friend of
Jekyll.

-Reputation

Richard Enfield

A distant relative of Utterson
and well-known man about
town.

Poole

Jekyll‘s manservant.

Sir Danvers
Carew

A distinguished gentleman who
is beaten to death by Hyde.

Mr Guest

Utterson‘s secretary and
handwriting expert.

-Rationality

-Urban terror

-Secrecy and
silence

-Gothic

Context and literary tradition

Duality – lots of contrasts in terms of setting, character and themes including:
reality vs appearance, Jekyll and Hyde, light and dark,
Victorian values – from the 1850s to the turn of the century, British society
outwardly displayed values of sexual restraint, low tolerance of crime,
religious morality and a strict social code of conduct. Utterson is our
stereotypical Victorian male.

Stylistic
features &
relevant terms
-Imagery

-Simile

The implications of Darwinism and evolution haunted Victorian society. The
idea that humans evolved from apes

-Sensory

and amphibians led to worries about our lineage and about humanity‘s
reversion to these primitive states.

-Metaphor

Gothic genre – the key features of the gothic genre are shown through the:
setting e.g. the alleyway, character
e.g. the antagonist of Hyde, the plot e.g. the vicious murder of Carew.
Victorian London – the population of 1 million in 1800 to 6.7 million in 1900,
with a huge numbers migrating from Europe. It became the biggest city in the
world and a global capital for politics, finance and trade. The city grew
wealthy.
Urban terror – as London grew wealthy, poverty in the city also grew. The
overcrowded city became rife with crime. Gothic and detective literature
became more relevant.
Robert Louis Stevenson was born and raised in Edinburgh, giving him the
dual identity of being both Scottish and British. Edinburgh was a city of two
sides - he was raised in the wealthy New Town area, but spent his youth
exploring the darker, more sinister side of town.
Religion vs Science. Religious people believed that you should not go
against God and what he created but then scientists such as Dr Jekyll
manipulated DNA.

-Pathetic fallacy

-Alliteration

-Antithesis

-Oxymoron

English Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde Responding to the extract

Useful vocabulary
Slow change over
many years

Aberration

Abnormal

Evolution

Abhorrent

Disgusting

Feral

Wild

Allegory

Story with a moral
parallel

Genre

Type of writing

Allusion

Reference

Anxiety

Nervousness

Atavism
Consciousness
Debased

Degenerate
Depraved

Evolutionary
throwback
Awareness
Become lower

Disgusting
Morally corrupt

Metamorphosis

Change

Perversion

Corruption from
original

Professional

Belonging to a
profession;
respectable

Respectability
Restraint

Savage

Socially acceptable
Holding oneself back

Wild

Subconscious

Part of the mind not
fully aware

Duality

Two aspects explored

Suppression

Holding something
down

Duplicity

Lying or dissembling

Supernatural

Beyond the natural

Epistolary

Story written in letter
form

Unorthodox

Against the usual

Ethics

The moral rules you
live your life by

Victorian

During the reign of
Queen Victoria

Eugenics

Population control

Sustained focus on the extract and the question given.
Coherently structure and present ideas.
Appropriate, sensitive and mature approach to the extract,
looking at finer details and interpretations.
Show a perceptive understanding of events within the extract
and the wider effect they have.
Give a thoughtful and considered personal response that
looks at the audience, as well as their own opinion.
You must reference and give context for the extract, referring
to events and quotations across the play as a whole.
Use pertinent, direct quotations from the extract.
Make reference to and analyse the writer‘s use of language,
form and structure as a way of conveying ideas and meaning
to the audience.
Use precise subject terminology to enhance analysis and use
this in an accurate way.
Explore the genre of the text and the contexts in which the
text is viewed by different audiences.
Explore the text in relation to period, location, social
structures and literary contexts.

English - Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde – Key Quotations:


„The man trampled calmly over the child‟s body and left her
screaming on the ground. It sounds nothing to hear, but it was
hellish to see.‟



Utterson: „If he be Mr Hyde, I shall be Mr Seek‟



Hyde: „snarled aloud into a savage laugh‟



Utterson on Jekyll: „he was wild when he was young, a long while
ago‟



Jekyll: „the moment I choose, I can be rid of Mr Hyde‟ – „I ask you to
help him for my sake, when I am no longer here‟



Hyde: „with ape-like fury… trampling his victim under foot‟ (Danvers
Carew)



Hyde: described by Utterson as „particularly small and particularly
wicked- looking‟



Lanyon: „I have had a shock and I shall never recover‟



Jekyll: „I mean from henceforth to lead a life of extreme
seclusion‟



Jekyll‟s expression of „abject terror and despair‟



Pathetic fallacy: „the wind made talking difficult, and flecked the
blood into the life'



Poole: „all this last week, whatever it is that lives in that cabinet
has been crying night and day for some sort of medicine‟ – „this
drug is wanted bitter bad‟ – „weeping like a woman or a lost
soul‟



Hyde: „dressed in clothes far too large for him, clothes of the
doctor‟s bigness‟



Lanyon: „his face became suddenly black, and the features
seemed to melt and alter‟



Lanyon: „like a man restored from death‟



Lanyon: „What he told me in the next hour I cannot bring my
mind to set on paper‟



Jekyll: „I stood already committed to a profound duplicity of life‟
– „though so profound a double-dealer, I was in no sense a
hypocrite; both sides of me were in dead earnest‟



Hyde: „haunting sense of unexpressed deformity‟



Utterson: „it was Hyde who dictated the terms in your will about that
disappearance‟ – „he meant to murder you‟



Clerk: Hyde and Jekyll‟s handwriting: „the two hands are in many
points identical‟



Jekyll: „I looked upon that ugly idol in the glass, I was conscious
of no repugnance, rather of a leap of welcome‟



„Now that the evil influence had been withdrawn, a new life began
for Dr Jekyll‟





Dr Lanyon: „he had his death-warrant written legibly upon his face‟

Dilemma: „to cast in my lot with Jekyll was to die to those
appetites which I had long secretly indulged and had of late
begun to pamper. To cast it in with Hyde was to die to a
thousand interests and aspirations, and to become, at a blow
and for ever, despised and friendless.‟

English - Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde – Extension Tasks

Question 3a:
Extract analysis question
This is a 20 mark question.
You need to use PETER paragraphs and close analysis of language and
structure.

Question 3b:
Elsewhere in the novel
This is a 20 mark question where you need to cover a range of ideas
linked to the focus of the question.
You should embed and PEE and extend exploring single words.
Theme Tasks:
Create mind maps for
the main themes in the
novel.

How does Stephenson use language and structure to present Hyde in
Enfield‟s „odd story‟?
Page 4-5
How does Stephenson use language and structure to present Hyde when
we first meet him?
Pages 10-11
How does Stephenson present crime in the Carew Murder case?
Pages 15-16
How does Stephenson use language and structure to present Jekyll‟s
change in attitude after the disappearance of Hyde?
Pages 22-23
How does Stephenson use language and structure to present London on
pages 25-26?

Question 3b
Elsewhere in the novel
Explore how the key idea in each of the Question 3a tasks is presented in
the novel as a whole.

Collate and collect
quotations that are
linked to the themes.
Short quotations are
best as they are easy to
remember.

Character Tasks:
Create mind maps for the main
characters.
List academic language to use in
essays:
protagonist / antagonist / multiple
narrative etc.
Collate short key quotations to
support your views on characters.
Compare characters.
Explore how different character‟s
perspectives are created through the
range of narrative choices – letters
etc.

POETRY:
Example question and how to get top marks
In Paper 2 of the Edexcel Exam
Both unseen poems will be printed on the
question paper.
Q1 - You will answer one question on the Conflict
cluster
Q2 – You will compare the unseen poems printed on
the sheet.

AO’s
(Question
one only)

AO’s
(Question
one and
two)

•Critical, exploratory conceptualized
response to task and text AO1
•Judicious use of precise references to
support interpretation(s) AO1
•Analysis of Language, form and
structure AO2
•Context of the writers. AO3
•Analysis of writer‘s methods with subject
terminology used judiciously AO2
•Exploration of effects of writer‘s methods
on reader

Assessment
Objectives
AO1 - Read, understand
and respond to texts.
Students should be able to:
maintain a critical style &
develop an informed
personal response plus use
textual references, including
quotations, to support &
illustrate interpretations.
A02 - Analyse the
language, form and
structure used by a writer to
create meanings and
effects, using relevant
subject terminology where
appropriate.

The Exam
Unseen 45 minutes – 2 poems– no choice
Question one – 30 mins Conflict cluster
Question two – unseen 45 minutes
Step one: read & highlight key words in poem one about Conflict cluster

Step two: read the first poem at least twice & highlight devices
Step three: Write a mini-intro (what the poem is about) then as many PEE/PEAs as poss. –
name devices /pick out words
Step four: Choose a second poem to go with it.
Step five Write a mini-intro (what the main difference between the two poems is) then as many
‗PEE/ PEA/Compares‘ as you can - name devices or pick out words. Plus – use
connectives: also/additionally/both/ whereas/ however/ meanwhile

POETRY DEVICES – STRUCTURE
Chronological

In order of time

Caesura

A big break in the middle of a line

Enjambment

A sentence runs over more than one line

Iambic pentameter

5 sets of weak/strong beats in a line

Juxtaposition

Two opposites

Layout

Position of lines/words on the page

Anaphora

Repeated first few words at start of lines

Oxymoron

Two opposite words next to each other

Rhyme scheme

The organisation of the rhyme

Rhyming couplet

Two lines that rhyme next to each other

Rhythm

The beat

Stanza/Verse

A paragraph in a poem

Volta

The turning point of a poem

Repetition

Something repeated

Stretch yourself
Look for the deeper hidden meaning (sometimes a giant is an
adult, or a nettle sting is a rejection from a friend.)
Also look for subversion of a form.

Don‟t mix these words up

Poet/speaker/ narrator/persona/ writer/ character

POETRY:
POETRY DEVICES – FORM

POETRY DEVICES – LANGUAGE
Abstract

An idea rather than a real thing

Internal rhyme

Rhyme that is on the same
line

Alliteration

Repeated first letter

Irony

Sarcasm

Antagonist

Evil main character

Metaphor

Something is described as
being something else

Assonance

Repeated vowel sound

Mood

Atmosphere

Authentic

Seems genuine/truthful

Onomatopoeia

A verb sounds like what it
does

Cliché

Over-used phrase

Personification

A non-human thing is given
human qualities

Consonance

Repeated consonant sound

Plosive

Letters p/t/k/b/d/g

Concrete

A solid/real example

Protagonist

Good main character

Colloquial
language

Local/casual language

Question

Asks something

Emotive

Makes you feel emotional

Rhyme

Words that sound the same

Euphemism

Alternative words to make something
nasty sound okay

Semantic field

Words that are about the
same thing

Extended
metaphor

A series of metaphors all relating to
each other

Sibilance

A repeated s sound

Half rhyme

Nearly rhymes

Simile

Something is described as
being like/as something else
to describe it

Hyperbole

Imagery

Exaggeration
Something used to describe
something else

Symbol/
symbolism
Tone/Voice

Autobiographical

About the poet

Ballad

Story poems– often 4
lines stanzas

Blank verse

Verse with no rhyme –
usually 10 syllables

Dramatic
monologue

A character speaks to the
reader

Epic

Tragic/heroic story
poems

First person

‗I‘

Free verse

No regular rhyme/rhythm

Haiku

3 lines, syllables
5/7/5. Often about nature

Lyrical

Emotional and beautiful

Narrative

A story

Ode

Lyrical poem often
addressed to one person

Phonetic
spelling

Written like it sounds

Rhetoric

Persuasive

Sonnet

14 lines, ababcdcdefefgg,
Often love poem

Shape poem

Poem is in shape of the
main subject

Third person

He/she/they

Something that represents
something else
Emotion

English – Poetry
Exposure - Wilfred Owen

The Man He Killed - Thomas Hardy

Themes: Conflict, War, Death,
Suffering

Compares well to: The Man He Killed

Themes: War, Regret, Humanity

Compares well to: Exposure

Meaning and Effect:
-Speaker describes war as a
battle against the weather and
conditions, not another army.
-Imagery of cold and warm reflect
the delusional mind of a man
dying from hypothermia.
-Owen wanted to draw attention
to the suffering, monotony and
futility of war.
- The title ‗Exposure‘ has a
double meaning

Context:
-Written in 1917 before Owen was
killed in battle a year later, the poem
has authenticity as it is written by an
actual soldier.
-Of his work, Owen said: ―My theme is
war and the pity of war.‖
-Soldiers in WW1 were exposed to
both enemy gunfire and to harsh
weather in the trenches.

Meaning and Effect:
-The Man He Killed deals with the
futility, or pointlessness, of war
-Told from the point of view of an
ordinary working-class soldier, who
is reflecting on the idea that the
man he killed in battle probably
had a lot in common with him.
- The speaker questions the nature
of war on humanity

Context:
-The Man He Killed was written in 1902,
at the time of the Second Boer War.
- The Boer Wars were fought between
the British and the Dutch settlers of the
Boer republics in what is now South
Africa.
- Hardy was against the Boer War

FLIRTS
Form: monologue, personal
documentary.
Language: alliteration, repetition,
contrast, personification,
metaphor, rhetorical question
Imagery: cold, death, suffering,
ennui, war, nature, religion.
Rhythm: half rhymes
(pararhymes), ABBA
Tone: sad, reflective, confused,
delirious, despair, acceptance.
Structure: begins with violence of
weather, ends with death.
Repetition at end of several
stanzas .

Key Quotations:
F: „Wearied, we keep awake...‟realism of soldier‘s account .
L: „the merciless east wind that
knive us‟- personification of the
elements reinforces threat.
I: „His frost will fasten on the mud
and us‟ - statement of God‘s nature,
imagery of the cold
R: „silent...salient‟ - pararhyme
reinforces weariness of emotional
state; ABBA within stanzas reinforces
monotony
T: „For the love of God seems dying‟
- sad and tragic, in acceptance of
situation.
S:„But nothing happens‟ - repetition
reinforces monotony and despair of
inaction and ongoing suffering

FLIRTS
Form: monologue, reflective
Language: repetition, pronouns,
contrast, enjambment and hyphens
Imagery: war, death, friendship
Rhythm: ABAB stanzas in
quatrains
Tone: direct, sad, reflective, some
regret
Structure:Looks ‗structured‘ on
outside, but implies hesitation and
unstructured thoughts within
stanzas. Story-based narrative,
ends with a form of realisation

Key Quotations:
F: „Had he and I but met By some old
ancient inn‟ - reflects on potential
situation of friendship instead of war
L: „He‟, „I‟, „We‟ - interchange if
pronouns implies change in relationship
during reflective thoughts of speaker
I: „staring face to face‟ - imagery of war
and threat
R: ABAB - simplistic ‗voice‘ of speaker
on a difficult topic
T: „We should have sat us down..‟ sense of regret
S:„I shot him dead because - because
he was my foe‟ - hyphen and repetition
suggest sense of hesitation
„Yes; quaint and curious war is‟ concludes with simplified acceptance of
effects on war on people

English - Poetry
The Charge of the Light Brigade - Alfred, Lord Tennyson
Themes: Heroism-viewpoint of
Tennyson. the modern reader
may question the logic of the
actions that caused mass loss of
life. Sacrifice and
suffering.Glorifies war.

Compares well to: Exposure-where
loss of life and failure to manage a
situation leads to loss of life. Contrasts
with the personal reflective voice in
Poppies.

Meaning and Effect:Speaker
describes a poetic re-enactment
of the battle and the heroism of
the action. The rhythm cleverly
mimics the galloping horses
making the charge. Tennyson
clearly feels the soldiers deserve
to be recognised for their glorious
deeds.

Context: Historical in source-written
in 1854 to celebrate the attack in the
Crimean War. Lord Cardigan
attacked a volley with 673 cavalry
men-within minutes half were killed.
Tennyson is asking that they be
honoured for their sacrifice. It is a
breathless,excited homage to the
dead but fails to identify any on an
individual level.

FLIRTS
Form: Rhythmic-ballad form
Language: Anaphora,
metaphor,onomatopoeia,active
verbs,personification,sensessound/sight,alliteration,
Imagery: riding into
valley,cannons,flashing
sabres,jaws of death.
Rhythm:Fast
paced,regular,iambic trimeter,
end stopped
lines,repetition/anaphora
Tone: Heroic and defiant
Structure: Starts with the chargemoves to conflict/death/ends with
glory

Key Quotations:
F: „Half a league,half a
league..”anaphora mimics gallop.
L: „Into the valley of Death”metaphor
for hell.
I: „Cannon to right of
them..”surrounded by warfare
“Into the jaws of Death, Into the
mouth of Hell”-personification
R:When can their glory fade? O the
wild charge they made”
T: „Honour the charge they made”defiant heroism
S:„Came thro the jaws of Hell..”traces the journey from charge to
impact to Death.

Poppies - Jane Weir
Themes: War/ Parental loss/
Memory

Compares well to: Catrin from the
perspective of the Mother and other
War poems- as a contrast the general
picture of heroism in LightBrigade or
general suffering in Exposure.

Meaning and Effect:
Poppies deals with maternal loss
and pride in that loss in War.
Written from the viewpoint of a
Mother on the loss of her son.
Weir chooses the imagery of
clothing to personalise the poem.
The perspective is quite rare for
War poetry.

Context:
Weir is the mother of two teenage
boys who offers an unusual
perspective on War from a female
voice. A contemporary writer she
has an interest in textiles using the
imagery of clothing as symbols in
this poem.

FLIRTS
Form: Dramatic monologue
Language:symbolism,past/prese
nt tense/adjectival
phrases/sibilance/alliteration/simi
le/metaphor/
Imagery: War graves/Armistice
Sunday/
Poppies/uniform/songbird/dove
Rhythm: Irregular-spontaneity of
Death.
Tone: Wistful,sad,reflective and
proud.
Structure: Three stanzas,
cyclical structure starting and
ending at the war graves. Starts
with the general perspective but
ends with personal loss.

Key Quotations:
F: „Before you left I pinned…”
personal maternal voice in monologue.
L: „crimped petals..spasms of paper
red,disrupting a blockade” War
imagery/symbolism
I: „the gelled blackthorns of your
hair”metaphorical detail of
son.“released a songbird from its
cage” metaphor/symbol of
Death/innocence‖
R:”I wanted to graze my nose..your
nose”-repetition
T: „I listened hoping to hear your
playground voice”
S:„I traced the inscriptions..” final
image/loss of son

English - Poetry
War Photographer - Carole Satyamurti
Themes: The filtering effect of
the Media and the
misrepresentation of war through
editing. What is real and make
believe.

Compares well to: Quite an individual
poem it has a detached observation
not unlike What were they Like? It also
has the sense of the photographer
being separate from the conflict-like
Levertov‘s voices.

Meaning and Effect: This poem
questions the role of the Media
and the effect of editing on the
meaning of what is depicted in
imagery. It questions what is the
perceived reality in the popular
press.It shows how manipulation
can occur and the morality of this.

Context:
Contemporary poet-the poem was
written in 1987 at the time of several
conflicts. The poem draws on the
experience of modern warfare and
the nature of suffering not a specific
conflict. A female War poet.

FLIRTS
Form: Free verse
Language:
alliteration,metaphor,noun
choices,present/past
tense,sibilance,onomatopoeia,si
mile
Imagery: photo frame,Ascot,small
girl with baby,the bomb,picture of
the little mother with caption.
Rhythm: No regular rhyme
Tone: Despair at the arbitrary
nature of War
Structure: Starts with the frameends with the image.

Key Quotations:
F: „The reassurance of the frame is
flexible..”
L: „I seek out the tragic,the absurd”
I: „I took a pair of peach,sun-gilded
girls rolling,silk-crumpled”privilege,inverted phrase,metaphorical.
R: small girl,staggering down some
devastated street..”-sibilance
T: „..Hell like heaven is
untidy..”simile.
S:Caption misreads the situation.

What Were They Like? - Denise Levertov
Themes: Cultural destruction,
Vietnam War.

Compares well to: War
Photographer

Meaning and Effect: This poem
explores the annihilation of the
Vietnamese during the War and
the destruction of their peaceful
culture. It uses an interesting
dialogue between a soldier or
authority figure and a
Vietnamese person.

Context:
Levertov is an American poet who
is not afraid to explore the
controversy of the role of America
in the Vietnam war. A
contemporary poet she also brings
a female voice to the notion of
Warfare.

FLIRTS
Form: Dialogue/past tense.
Multiple narration.
Language: Anaphora,rhetorical
questions,symbolism,juxtapositi
on,enjambment,
Imagery:
ceremony,reverence,cultural
sophistication,blossom,burned
mouths,charred
bones,bombs,destruction.
Rhythm: Repetition of questions,
third person answers.
Tone: Mournful,sad and
accusatory.
Structure: Starts with a peaceful
serenity-ends with destruction

Key Quotations:
F: „Did they hold ceremonies..to
reverence the opening of buds”
Question format.
L: „After the children were killed
there were no more buds”metaphor/life/hope.
I: „Laughter is bitter to the burned
mouth” Alliterative/destruction
R: No regularity in rhyme/repetition of
dialogue
T: „When bombs smashed...there
was time only to scream”
S:„Their singing resembled the
flight of moths in moonlight”-it is
silent now. All dead and destroyed.

English - Poetry
Belfast Confetti - Ciaran Carson

The Destruction of Sennacherib - Lord Byron

Themes: War, conflict, confusion,
civilian perspective

Compares well to: What Were They Like?

Themes: Power of God / death

Compares well to: Charge of the
Light Brigade/ What were they like?
/ Exposure

Meaning and Effect:
- The title refers to nuts and bolts that
were used as makeshift projectiles
during hostilities in a riot
- The speaker is a civilian caught up
in a sudden riot with Belfast and
cannot seem to escape the situation
- The speaker is the poet writing from
experience, so uses metaphors of
punctuation to represent the chaos
and confusion at being caught up in
the riot

Context:
- The poet, born in 1948, is from Northern
Ireland
-He lived through an era known as ‗The
Troubles‘ in which Irish nationalist terrorism
marked UK social and political life from the
1970s to the 1990s
- During that time, organisations such as the
IRA fought to end British rule of Northern
Ireland.
- The city of Belfast was subjected to
bombings, riots and attacks in which
civilians were caught up

Meaning and Effect:The poem retells a Biblical
story from the Old Testament
where God destroys the
Assyrian army for their attack
on Jerusalem. The narrator
recognises the might of the
Assyrian army in the first
stanza - however with the
Angel of Death, God‘s might is
shown to be more powerful.

Context:
Written in 1815. Lord Byron was
interested in Eastern Culture and
this was fashionable at the time.
Byron was interested in liberty
and freedom. Byron travelled
extensively in Eastern Europe.

FLIRTS
Form: personal documentation to
inner monologue
Language: Metaphors, hyphens,
ellipsis, rhetorical questions,
statements
Imagery: rioting, military, maze /
labyrinth
Rhythm: not present to represent
chaos of riot
Tone: panicked, confused,
Structure: Tells a narrative of a riot
beginning and the speaker trying to
escape. 2 compact stanzas (the first
in past tense, the second in present).
The final lines are about the writer‘s
inability to escape the whole situation,
rather than just the riot itself.

Key Quotations:
F: „Suddenly as the riot squad moved in,
it was raining exclamation marks.‟ Documents experience of writer.
L: „...side streets blocked with stops and
colons.‟ - metaphor of punctuation for
obstructions.
I: „I know this labyrinth so well‟ - the
writer knows the ‗maze‘ of the streets but
still cannot seem to escape.
R:
T: „Why can‟t I escape?‟ -panicked,
confused
S:„I was trying‟ (first stanza); „What is my
name?‟ (second stanza) - moves from
documentation of physical situation to
mental inner thoughts during the situation.

FLIRTS
Form: narrative / chronological
/ turning point / AABB
Language: archaic / Biblical
syntax / similes / sibilancesuggests evil / ‗H‘ slows the
reader /
Imagery: violence / death /
cavalry / seasons compared
with Assyrian army
Rhythm: fast pace
Tone: solemn /
Structure: quatrains / end stops
drive the narrative / repetition
of ‗and‘ / chronological order/
lively and vibrant

Key Quotations:
F: „for‟ change in tone „came
down‟ past tense retelling
L: „foe‟ „host‟ „like the wolf‟
„melted like snow‟
I: „‟wax‟d deadly‟ „gasping‟
„Summer‟ „banners‟ „trumpets‟
„tents‟ „strown‟
R: 11 syllables lines on average
T: „silent‟ „still‟ „trumpets
unblown‟
S:„and‟ creates pace and forces the
narrative forwards.

English - Poetry
A Poison Tree - William Blake
Themes: anger / resentment /
vengeance

Meaning and Effect:
A Poison Tree is a short and
deceptively simple poem about
repressing anger. The speaker
tells of how they fail to
communicate so anger continues
to grow until it develops into
poisonous hatred.
Eventually the anger blossoms
into a poisoned fruit, the enemy
eats the fruit and dies and the
speaker seems to be glad of this.
However, there is also a sense
that they see the destructiveness
of what has occurred.
Themes:
anger/ deception / communication
FLIRTS
Form: quatrains / 4 stanzas /
AABB
Language: extended metaphor /
symmetry / ambiguity /
monosyllabic
Imagery: nature / Bible references
Rhythm: regular
Tone: simple
Structure: contrasts / 1st person

Compares well to: Extract from The
Prelude/ The Man He Killed

Context:
Blake was an artist and print maker
as well as a poet. He was a visionary
of the Enlightenment period. He was
convinced that he experienced
visions and was interested in the
spiritual world. He was born in
London. This poem is taken from a
larger collection called Songs of
Experience - where Blake explored
universal ideas in simple poetic
forms.

Key Quotations:
F: „friend‟ „end‟ (end of line rhymes)
L: „and‟ - childish - growth metaphor
„sunned‟ / „grow‟
I: „‟grow‟ „apple‟ (Adam and Eve) suggesting evil
R: 7 and 8 syllables lines balanced
T: „smiles‟ „mine‟ simple words with
complex ideas
S:„I‟ personal account „friend‟ / „foe‟
„bright‟ / „night‟ creating contrasts

Extract from The Prelude - William Wordsworth
Themes: nature

Compares well to: A Poison Tree

Meaning and Effect:
This poem is about the spiritual growth
of the poet. the poet is inspired by
places and events. This extract retells
the story of the poet going onto a lake
in the moonlight and the great
mountain peaks looming large from the
heavens above him. He was awe
struck in the old meaning of the word
and touched by the magnificence of
nature - a theme common amongst
Romantic writers. The experience
stayed with the poet and troubled him
for some time.

Context:
Wordsworth was a Romantic poet.
He lived in the North of England
and this poem reflects the
landscape of the Lake District.
This poem is from a collection
called Lyrical Ballads which was
co-written with his sister and
Coleridge. Wordsworth was made
Queen‟s Poet in 1843. This is an
extract from the longer poem The Prelude which was
autobiographical, in 14 sections
and posthumously published in
1850.

FLIRTS
Form: epic / blank verse / narrative
Language: personification / similes /
simple
Imagery: nature / the night / loneliness
Rhythm: none
Tone: conversational / Gothic / some
terror /awe inspiring
Structure: part of an epic - but self
contained story

Key Quotations:
F: 44 lines of a far longer poem
L: „her‟ in reference to the boat /
„head‟ of the mountain „rears up‟ „
like a swan‟
I: „moon‟ „peak‟ „small circles‟
„grey sky‟ „blank‟ „solitude‟ „stars‟
R:
T: „huge and mighty‟ „trembling‟
„elfin‟ „black‟ „huge‟ „craggy ridge‟
„trouble to my dreams‟
S:„and‟ to drive the breathless
narrative

English - Poetry
Cousin Kate - Christina Rossetti
Themes:

Compares well to: Catrin

Meaning and Effect:
A young woman has been jilted
by her lover. He seduced her
when she was an innocent.
Having set her up as his
mistress, in his house, he saw
her Cousin Kate one day. Kate is
"pure" so the lord casts aside the
narrator of the poem, and
marries Kate instead.
The speaker is bitter because
she has been betrayed by her
cousin. It is a poem about love,
and the inequalities between
men and women.

Context:Context
Christina Rossetti (1830-1894) was an English
poet of the Victorian age. Rossetti was a
devout Christian. Her mother was Frances
Polidori, the sister of Dr John Polidori, who
was the friend and doctor of Lord Byron, the
poet. Rossetti grew up surrounded by poetry
and Gothic literature, which influenced her
writing. Although many of her poems have
themes that suggest a concern with the rights
of women (including Cousin Kate), Rossetti
was not interested in women‘s suffrage (the
campaign to get women the vote). ProtoFeminist.

FLIRTS
Form: monologue / ballad / 8-6
syllables / 6 stanzas
Language: pastoral / assonance/
simile / symbolism/ oxymorons
add to narrator‘s ambivalence /
metaphor
Imagery: countryside / wealth /
heavily symbolic
Rhythm: regular iambic
tetrameter (lines 1,3,5 & 7)
iambic trimeter (lines 2,4,6 &
8) plosive alliteration
Tone: ambivalent / angry / bitter
Structure: repetition / rhetorical
questions/ contrasts/ medieval
ballad and moral message

Key Quotations:
F:
L: „woe‟ „moan‟ „howl‟ „flaxen‟ „dove‟ „gold‟ „my
pride, my shame‟ „who might have been a dove‟
„shameless shameful life‟
I: „cottage‟ „ rye‟ „like a glove‟ (owned & easily
exchanged)
R: „Why did a great Lord find me out‟ (tetrameter
8 syllables)
„And praise my flaxen hair‟ (trimeter 6
syllables)
pattern breaks down in lines 29 / 40 „Cousin
Kate‟ - showing anger
T: „Cousin Kate‟ anger / bitterness
S:„Oh Cousin Kate‟ „Now which of us has a
tenderer heart?‟
passive tense for females in narrative ( „You
grow more fair‟ However - narrator is in active
voice when using the conditional „would‟ (stanza 5)
- dreams of escaping traditions of society.

Catrin - Gillian Clarke
Themes: Parenthood, conflict,
mothers and their daughters.

Compares well to: Cousin Kate-family
conflicts and Poppies by Jane Weir

Meaning and Effect: This is an
autobiographical poem exploring
the relationship between Clarke and
Catrin -her daughter from birth to
teenage years. It focuses on the
eternal love for the child and the
tension to let them grow up and
become more independent.
It is unresolved at the end of the
poem.

Context: Gillian Clarke is a highly
regarded poet from Wales who is
widely studied at GCSE and A level.
She is well known for her poetry which
explores her home life and her family
and is a contemporary poet.

FLIRTS
Form: Monologue
Language: First
person,reflective,enjambment,sibila
nce,assonance,metaphor,use of
monosyllables for effect.
Imagery: Hospital room,traffic
lights,red rope,glass tank,heart‘s
pool,skating in the dark.
Rhythm: No regular rhythm
Tone: Duality of love and argument.
Structure: Starts with birth and ends
with teenage years.

Key Quotations:
F: „I can remember you child”personal and reflective.
L: „Our first fierce confrontation, the
tight red rope of love..”-alliterative and
metaphorical to symbolise birth.
I: „the glass tank clouded with
feelings”-metaphor
R: Note the passage of time in the
poem and the time shift between
stanzas. No regular rhyme or rhythm
as life is spontaneous.
T: „From the heart‟s pool that old rope
tightening about my life”-irreplaceable
link between Mother and child.
S:„As you ask may you skate In the
dark for one more hour..”- ends on a
note of potential danger as the child
breaks free from maternal care to enter
independence.

English - Poetry
No Problem - Benjamin Zephaniah

The Class Game - Mary Casey

Themes: Racism, prejudice, society

Compares well to: Half Caste, Class Game

Themes: Prejudice, class, society, personal identity

Compares well to: Half Caste

Meaning and Effect:
- Against racism and prejudice of the speaker
being black
- Wants to be seen as more than a stereotype
in society
- Seeks to challenge the reader about
assumptions that they may make about him
- Uses knowledge, language and irony to
present the issues of racism

Context:
- The poet and writer, Benjamin Zephaniah, is black British
- Having grown up in England, he has experienced racism in
many forms during his life, including at school
- The poet famously turned down an OBE (Order of the British
Empire) from the Queen as he felt that the notion of an empire
was both antiquated and insulting to his ancestors who may have
endured slavery

Meaning and Effect:
- The poet seems to be challenging someone who has
made assumptions or judgements about her class
- The poet points out how insulting these judgements
are through using rhetorical questions and sarcasm to
challenge those who judge her
- The poet feels a sense of pride regarding her identity,
regardless of class

Context:
- The writer is believed to be from a traditionally working
class area in Liverpool
- The poem is based on a game in which one makes a
judgement about the class and background of the person
they are looking at
-The writer is protesting against such prejudice of people

FLIRTS
Form: Monologue, dub poem
Language: Repetition, informal language
(patois dialect), idioms, pronouns
Imagery: school, society
Rhythm: ABCB repeated - steady dub rhythm
Tone: calm but frustrated, humour and irony,
direct
Structure: in 2 stanzas - first highlights
problems, second offers reflection and
solutions

Key Quotations:
F: „But dey got me on de run‟ - dub poem, with influences from
reggae lyrics and rhythm
L: „I am not de problem‟ - repetition (throughout poem) with
informal dialect; „juss fe de record‟ - idiom adapted with dialect
to represent identity, cultural heritage and knowledge
I: „silly playground taunts‟ - imagery of school belittling the
issue of racism
R: ABCB steady rhythm to reinforce both identity and
composure of argument
T: „Black is not de problem‟ - direct with statement; ‗I can do
more dan dance‟ - irony and humour to overcome prejudice
S:„Mother country get it right‟ - appeal to Britain in final stanza

FLIRTS
Form: monologue, diatribe
Language: contrasts, informal language (with some
phonetic forms and colloquialism ‗corpy‘), repetition,
metonymy, rhetorical questions
Imagery: stereotypical views of class through places,
locations, clothes, body (metonymy), society
Rhythm: rhyming couplets throughout for pace, final
line unrhymed for emphatic effect
Tone: part mocking, part sarcastic, can be read as
aggressive and crude in places
Structure: Begins with question that is rhetorical, works
through potential answers (with sarcasm) and ends
with finality and purpose in establishing own identity.

Key Quotations:
F: „How can you tell what class I‟m from?‟
L: „patio‟ / „yard‟ - contrast in terms for aspects of
housing; „hands stained with toil‟ - metonymy for hardworking working classes
I: „corpy‟ / „semi‟ - imagery of housing
R: „...toil‟ / „...oil‟ - couplets emphasise sense of pace
T: „Have I a label on me head, and another on me bum‟
- rhetorical questions with some crude use of sarcasm
S: Begins with question „How can you tell what class I‟m
from?‟ but ends with a statement „And I‟m proud of the
class I come from‟ to emphasise the speaker‘s sense of
pride and finality in rejecting judgements of class.

Half Caste - John Agard
Themes: Racial identity and equality. Stereotyping of minority groups.

Compares well to: No Problem./ The Class Game

Meaning and Effect:This poem looks at the terminology used in describing different social
groups and the restrictive impression this forms. This looks at the term Half caste and its
associations with something perceived as incomplete or less than whole. The poem appears to
be humorous and light in tone but has a satirical twist and powerful message that every human
being is equal and unique.

Context:
Agard is a popular performance poet regularly starting this poem by standing on one leg in a humorous
attention grabbing style. Born in Guyana he moved to Britain in the 1970‘s and is still resident today. He
explores his Afro-Caribbean roots in this poem looking at the racial identity of the mixed race persona and the
social judgements made.

FLIRTS
Form: Monologue
Language: Non Standard English/ Creole/Patois
Imagery: Standing on one leg,Picasso sky,mixed weather,symphony of music, half minded
viewpoints,the whole person.
Rhythm: Elongated vowels give a natural lilting songlike feel.
Tone: Humorous but darker underneath-this has a satirical twist to it.
Structure:Starts with a man on one leg-ends with an invitation to see the whole individual.

Key Quotations:
F: ‗Excuse me standing on one leg‖-apologetic/ridiculous
L: ‗when you say half caste yu mean when picasso mix red an green‖-image of original art work like the human
being.
I: ‗well in dat case england weather nearly always half-caste..‖ non standard to assert identity/humorous
R: ―half-caste till dem over caste..ah rass‖internal rhyme for effect
T: ‗yu must come back tomorrow wid de whole of yu eye an de whole of yu ear an de whole of yu mind..‖concept of limited views of society
S:‗an I will tell yu de other half of my story‖-whole man.

English - Poetry

Extension Tasks
Suggested tasks:
Make a visual map for each poem using the MEFLIRTS
acronym.
Make sure you put things in colour for each section
Message
Form
Language
Imagery
Rhyme and Rhythm
Tone
Structure
Beside each one find a quotation that backs your point.

Have a look at the seminar films on your Teacher‘s Classroom.
These will explain the context and the key features of each
poem that you need to learn.

Poetry Links
You will need to write about two poems that have
similarities and differences.
Have a think about clustering your poems together in
the following topics:
Family relationships
Racial conflict
War
Identity
Personal conflict

How are the poems similar?-List the points
How are they different?
What are the techniques being used?
How are they different?
Draw arrows to make links.

How to rememberMake notes
Cover and write
Check
Repeat

English Language Paper 2 READING Non fiction Comparison
WHAT DO I HAVE TO DO?
This exam is 2.15 hours long.
In that time you need to read two
nonfiction passages and be able to
compare them.
You will have 1.15 minutes to complete
this. A MARK A MINUTE!
You will then choose a Transactional
Writing task. These could include:
speeches/letters/magazine
articles/reports/news articles/digital tasks.

Narrative Perspective

Features of stories

Plot

Setting

Characters

What happens in
the story. Also
called the
narrative.

1st person

Told from the perspective of the speaker/narrator.
Uses the pronouns ‗I‘, ‗My‘, ‗we‘, ‗our‘ etc.

2nd person

Speaks directly to the reader, suggesting that they
are somehow involved in the text. Uses the
pronouns ‗you‘, ‗your‘, ‗our‘ etc.

3rd person

Told from the perspective of a narrator who can
see everything that happens and knows what
characters are feeling and thinking. Uses
pronouns such as ‗he‘, ‗she‘, ‗they‘ etc.

Where the text
takes place.
The people in the
story.

Structure Terminology

Sentence
length

Paragraphing

How long or short a sentence is and the number of
clauses it contains can change the effect that it has. For
example short sentences are often used to create
tension whereas longer sentences can have a gentle,
soothing effect.
Just like sentences, the length and structure of
paragraphs can create different effects.

Language Terminology
Noun

A word for an object, person, place or thing.

Adjective

A word that modifies a noun.

Verb

Word that denotes an action or state of being.

Adverb

A word that modifies a verb.
Describing something by saying that it is something
else. (e.g. ‗That boy is a monster‘ or ‗the great
cavern of a mouth opened‘.

Flashback

Looking back on a memory or event that happened long
before the main focus takes place.

Metaphor

Simile

Narrative
structure/ order

Choosing where to start a text can change the meaning
or tone. Sometimes writers choose to start at the end or
in the middle to create confusion or mystery. Sometimes
they follow a simple 5 part structure in that order.

Describing something by comparing it to something
else, using the words ‗like‘ or ‗as‘.

Personification

Making an object or thing perform an action usually
associated with humans. (e.g. ‗The sun smiled down
on them‘ or ‗The leaves were dancing‘)

Alliteration

A series of words that begin with the same sound
used next to or near each other. (e.g.
The hummingbirds hovered in heavenly harmony‘.)

Repetition

Using a word, phrase or idea more than once to draw
attention to it.

Narrator

The person who is the voice in the text (see narrative
perspective).

English Language Paper 2 Non fiction Comparison
How is the Paper structured?
●
●
●
●

You will have 7 questions to answer
Questions 1-3 are on text 1
Questions 4-6 are on text 2
Question 7a and 7b are on both texts TO COMPARE

●
●
●
●
●

EVALUATION - means „how well‟
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Read the question focus very clearly
You will need to find examples of how well the
writer has achieved X
You will also need to discuss the effect on the
reader and back with evidence.
What are the writer‘s intentions?
Entertain/Inform/Persuade/Instruct
The writer might……..
SUGGEST/IMPLY/CREATE/CONVEY/
EMPHASISE….
They can do this skillfully/creatively/
originally/clearly/strongly/vividly/
effectively/successfully….
Do not be negative. You will need to state clearly
the effect on the writer.

Questions 1 and 2 will ask for information retrieval and are worth
a few points.
Question 3 will be looking at Language and Structure-15 marks
Questions 4-5 look at facts and language effect.
Question 6 asks you to EVALUATE text 2-How well…-15 marks
Question 7a and 7b ask you to COMPARE both texts-14 marks

COMPARISON - synthesis
•
•
•
•
•
•

You will be asked to compare the two texts or
synthesise information.
Question 7a will look at comparing concrete examples
like people, places etc-6marks
Question 7b will look at more abstract comparisons like
ideas, perspectives and viewpoints. This is worth 14
marks.
Make sure you explicitly state things are
similar/different/contrast through your language..
Alternatively, also, however, on the other hand, in
comparison..etc.
YOU SHOULD SPEND A MARK A MINUTE IN THE
READING SECTION

• You may be asked to consider
Non fiction or Literary non
fiction.
Extend your Reading
Skills
• This could be diaries/letters
• Read a newspaper
written by real people in an
regularly
extended
way.
• Take note of the
way writers
• Texts to dip into include: The
construct
Diary of Anne Frank/ Touching
articles/letters etc.
the Void/Biographies by your
• Look at topical
favourite artists/ sports
issues that are
regularly in the
stars/famous people.
press. These are
often chosen for
• Reading will extend your skills
the topics for your
and your vocabulary.
Writing section.
Extension
Activities

English Paper 2 – Transactional Writing
Transactional Writing means writing for defined purposes
in everyday life-some of these have a business application
such as: letters/reports/speeches/articles/digital formats.
They are usually formal in style.

When writing in these formats always use the acronym:
P. A. F. THIS STANDS FOR:
Purpose Audience and Form. Ask yourself:
What is the purpose?
Who is the audience
What should it sound and look like?

What do you have to do? In English Paper 2?
In the examination you will have a choice of question after
you have written about your Non-fiction passages. You
should spend 45 minutes on this taking time to plan,
sequence and write your answer.

This is worth 40 marks of the exam paper and will be
checked closely for SPG marks. Your spelling, punctuation
and grammar will count for 16/40. Your
structure/paragraphing and cohesion of ideas will count for
24/40.
Punctuation saves lives and futures!
Ouch! Embarrassing error…..

When writing in these formats always use the acronym:
P. A. F. THIS STANDS FOR:
Purpose Audience and Form.
Ask yourself:
• What is the purpose?
• Who is the audience?
• What should it sound and look like?

English Paper 2 – Transactional Writing
Speeches
• Direct address...You/we...
• Discourse markers. Firstly, alternatively..
• Rhetorical features
• Repetition
• Patterns of three/triads
• Emotive language
• Personal story/anecdote/interview
• Facts
• Opinions

Letters
• Formal ...Dear Sir/ Madam,
• Include address
• Establish issue
• Factual
• Appropriate sign off.. yours
faithfully/sincerely
• Measured, reflective in tone
• Substantial developed paragraphs
• Discourse markers

Newspaper/Magazines Articles
• Catchy alliterative titles
• Fact/opinion/emotive comment
• Anecdote/personal story
• Solutions/helpline information
• Who/what/when/where/why…
• Tense variation
• DO NOT EVER PUT IN COLUMNS

Reports
• Formal Writing
• Little sensational emotion
• Factual
• Some use of headings and bullet points
• Witness quotation if appropriate
• Selective focus on a view or judgement
• Often not the best choice as can be dull!

English Paper 2 – Transactional Writing
Leaflets/Pamphlets
• No folding/origami
• Discourse markers. Firstly, alternatively..
• Rhetorical features/questions
• Repetition
• Patterns of three/triads
• Emotive language/captions
• Personal story/anecdote/interview
• Facts/opinions
• Bullet points

Reviews
• Witty, catchy style
• Narrative opening
• Arguments for and against
• Factual
• Tight, catchy style
• Direct appeal
• Shared points of reference
• Decisive conclusions

Make sure you underline the keywords
of the question
• Remember PAF
• Plan for 5 minutes-spider chart
• Sequence ideas-number points
• Write
• Pause
• Read through and check for SPG

Useful for any format…
• Similes
• Metaphors
• Alliteration
• Extended vocabulary
• Wit/humour-depending on the task
• Hooking the reader in with a shared point
of reference.
• Thinking outside the box

Extension Activities
Letters
• Mr Brown has decided to
cancel the Year 11 Prom as he
feels it is too expensive for
students to pay for.
• Write a letter to him to
persuade him to reconsider his
views.
• Remember PAF
• Purpose/Audience and Form

Speeches
• You have been chosen to
present your views to the
Governors about a new School
Uniform.
• Write the speech you will give
to them.
• Remember PAF
• Purpose/Audience and Form

Extension Activities
Articles
• Write an article for the School
Magazine on Environmental
Improvements to the school.
• Remember PAF.
• Point/Audience/Form

Reports
• Write a report for your Year
Co-ordinator on a suitable
venue for next year’s
Enrichment Visit for your Year
Group.
• Remember PAF.
• Point/Audience and Form

English Literature - Paper 2 – Macbeth - Plot summary
Act 1

Act 3

Act 1 scene 1 – The three witches gather to in a thunderstorm to
arrange to meet Macbeth

Act 3 scene 1 – Macbeth is now king, but Banquo is suspicious about how the witches‘ predictions have come
true. Macbeth arranges to have him murdered.

Act 1 scene 2 – Duncan hears reports of the battle in which Macbeth
proves himself a hero and also of the treachery of the Thane of
Cawdor.

Act 3 scene 2 – Lady Macbeth tries to get her husband to talk to her about his plans but he refuses.

Act 1 scene 3 – Macbeth & Banquo meet the witches and hear the
predictions that he will be Thane of Cawdor and the next king. Ross
arrives to confirm that Macbeth is the new Thane of Cawdor.

Act 3 scene 4– At a feast that night, Macbeth sees the ghost of Banquo. Lady Macbeth tries to calm him down
but when this fails cancels the feasts and sends the courtiers away.

Act 1 scene 4– Duncan decides to make his son Malcolm the heir to
his throne and tells Macbeth that he will visit his castle.

Act 3 scene 6 – suspicion of Macbeth is growing; Macduff has left for England to rouse support against him.

Act 1 scene 5 – Lady Macbeth reads a letter from her husband about
the events so far and makes up her mind to murder Duncan.

Act 4

Act 1 scene 6– Duncan arrives at Macbeth‘s castle and is welcomed
by Lady Macbeth.
Act 1 scene 7 – Macbeth decides he cannot go through with the plot
but Lady Macbeth persuades him to change his mind.

Act 2
Act 2 scene 1 – Banquo feels uneasy about what might happen in the
night. Macbeth makes his way to Duncan‘s room to kill him and sees a
ghostly dagger floating in the air before him.
Act 2 scene 2 – Macbeth forgets to leave the bloody daggers in
Duncan‘s room after the murder and Lady Macbeth is forced to take
charge and put them back.

Act 3 scene 3 – Banquo is murdered but his son, Fleance, escapes.

Act 3 scene 5 – The witches discuss events so far; Hecate, the ruler of the witches, predicts his downfall.

Act 4 scene 1 – The witches tell Macbeth he cannot be harmed by anyone ‗born of a woman‘ and that he will be
safe until Birnam Wood moves to the castle at Dunsinane. Macbeth decides to murder Macduff‘s family.
Act 4 scene 2– Macbeth‘s murderers kill Lady Macduff and her children.
Act 4 scene 3 – Macduff discovers his family‘s murder and, with Malcolm, leads an army to attack Macbeth.

Act 5
Act 5 scene 1 – Lady Macbeth is sleep-walking and trying to wash an imaginary blood spot from her hands.
Act 5 scene 2 – Malcolm‘s army is at Birnam Wood and hear reports that Macbeth‘s supporters are deserting
him.
Act 5 scene 3 – Macbeth is besieged but puts his trust in the witches‘ prophesy.
Act 5 scene 4 – Malcolm orders his army to cut down branches from Birnam Wood to disguise the number of
soldiers.

Act 2 scene 3 – The next morning Duncan‘s body is discovered by
Macduff; Macbeth conveniently kills the servants in pretend rage;
Duncan‘s sons, Malcolm & Donalbain, flee the castle.

Act 5 scene 5 – Macbeth is told of his wife‘s death and about the news that Birnam Wood seems to be
approaching. He resolves to die fighting.

Act 2 scene 4 – Macduff reports that suspicion for the murder has fallen
on the king‘s sons; Macbeth has travelled to Scone to be crowned.

Act 5 scenes 6-9 – Macbeth is killed by Macduff (who reveals he was delivered by caesarean and so not
properly ‗born‘). Malcolm becomes the new king of Scotland and order is restored.

English Literature - Paper 2 – Macbeth - Characters
Key characters
•

•
•

•
•

•

Macbeth Thane of
Glamis

Fleance Banquo‘s son Kingship vs tyranny –
Duncan and Macbeth
Duncan King of
embody the qualities
Scotland
of a good king and a
tyrant respectively.
Malcolm Duncan‘s

•

Macduff – Thane of
Fife

•

Lady Macduff his wife

•

Donalbain Duncan‘s
younger son

•

Ross, Lennox, Angus
Scottish nobles

•

The witches –
supernatural beings
who predict events in
the play
Hecate ruler of the
witches

Historical context

Ambition seen as a
●
purely negative quality.

Lady Macbeth his wife Guilt - the play shows
the terrible
Banquo Macbeth‘s
consequences of
best friend
murdering a king.

eldest son

•

Key themes

Order vs chaos
Natural order is
disrupted then reestablished.
Fate - the idea that
the future is already
predetermined for
Macbeth by the
witches.

Masculinityassociated with a
sense of power and
dominance.
Femininity - significant
as both the witches
and Lady Macbeth
represent a sense of
‗evil‘.

●

●

●
●

●
●

●

●

●

●

Macbeth was most likely written in 1606, early in the reign of James
I, who had been James VI of Scotland before he succeeded to the
English throne in 1603.
Only a century earlier, England had suffered under the massive
disorder of the Wars of the Roses. Civil disorder was now seen as
the ultimate disaster, and also as an ungodly state.
James I was intrigued by witchcraft and would attend witchcraft
trials. It was a common belief in the early 1600s that unfortunate
events (eg, accidents, bad weather, illnesses) were caused by
witches, so there was a suspicion and sense of paranoia around
events that could not be explained.
Society was very much patriarchal, meaning that power and
dominance in society was held by men.
Women who were strong or dominant were seen as a symptom of
disorder, or even of evil, with the biblical premise that it was Eve
who tempted Adam with the forbidden fruit in the Garden of Eden.
The presentation of women is very negative in the play and seen to
be misogynistic.
The play pays homage to the king‘s Scottish lineage. Additionally,
the witches‘ prophecy that Banquo will found a line of kings is a
clear nod to James‘ family‘s claim to have descended from the
historical Banquo.
The theme of bad versus good kingship, embodied by Macbeth and
Duncan, respectively, would have resonated at the royal court,
where James was busy developing his English version of the theory
of the divine right of kings.
The play was first performed not long after the Gunpowder Plot.
Shakespeare shows the murderers of a king tormented by their
own guilt and driven to their doom.
It was believed that kings were appointed by ‗divine right‘ and were
anointed by God. To kill a king was considered the worst sin and a
terrible crime.
Macbeth is a tragedy and the main character is a tragic hero who
has a fatal flaw of ambition.

Stylistic features and symbols
●
●

●
●
●

●

●

Blood – a symbol of guilt and violence
The supernatural – Shakespeare uses
witchcraft, prophesy, hallucinations,
ghosts and magic to give the play a
menacing, unnatural feel.
Oxymoron – opposites and contradiction
recur throughout the play
Pathetic fallacy – unnatural events are
usually echoed by unnatural weather
Alliteration - the occurrence of the same
letter or sound at the beginning of
adjacent or closely connected words for a
particular effect eg: ―Fair is foul and foul
is fair‖
Blank verse – non rhyming lines written in
iambic pentameter (iam= a beat du duh;
pent = five)
Trochaic tetrameter with rhymed couplets
-eg: ―Hubble, bubble, toil and trouble
Fire burn and cauldron bubble‖

The first syllable is stressed in each pair of 4
sets, with end rhymes at the end of each pair of
lines.
●
●
●

●

Soliloquy – where a character speaks
their thoughts aloud to the audience
Monologue – a long speech by a single
character
Dramatic irony – when the audience
knows more than a character or
characters do
Prophetic irony - when a suggestion
made in the play comes true later on

English Literature - Paper 2 – Macbeth - Key Quotations
Act 1

Act 2

•

The witches: Fair is foul, and foul is fair, Hover through the fog and filthy air. (1,1)

•

Macbeth: Is this a dagger which I see before me, The handle toward my hand? (2,1)

•

The witches: When the battle's lost and won. (1,1)

•

•

The witches: When shall we three meet again in thunder, lightning, or in rain?
When the hurly burly's done, When the battle 's lost and won. (1,1)

Macbeth: Will all great Neptune's ocean wash this blood clean from my hand? No, this
my hand will rather the multitudinous seas incarnadine, making the green one red. (2,2)

•

Captain: For brave Macbeth—well he deserves that name— Disdaining fortune,
with his brandished steel, Which smoked with bloody execution, Like valour‘s
minion carved out his passage (1,2)

Donalbain: Where we are there's daggers in men's smiles. The near in blood, The nearer
bloody. (2,3)

Act 3

•

•

Macbeth: So foul and fair a day I have not seen (1,3)

•

Banquo: And oftentimes, to win us to our harm, the instruments of darkness tell
us truths (1,3)

•

Macbeth: If chance will have me king, why, chance may crown me. (1,3)

•

Malcolm: Nothing in his life became him like the leaving it; he died as one that
had been studied in his death to throw away the dearest thing he owed, as 't
were a careless trifle. (1,4)

•

Banquo: Thou hast it now, King, Cawdor, Glamis, all..., as the weird sisters promis‘d, and
I fear Thou hast play‘d most foully for‘t (3,1)

•

Macbeth: Only for them, and mine eternal jewel Given to the common enemy of man, To
make them kings, the seed of Banquo kings! (3,1)

•

Lady Macbeth: What‘s done is done. Macbeth: We have scorch‘d the snake, not kill‘d it.
(3,2)

•

Macbeth: O full of scorpions is my mind, dear wife! (3,2)

•

Macbeth: Duncan is in his grave; After life's fitful fever he sleeps well (3,3)

•

Macbeth: I am cabin‘d, cribb‘d, confin‘d, bound in saucy doubts and fears. (3,4)

•

Macbeth: Thou canst not say I did it; never shake thy gory locks at me! (3,4)

•

Macbeth: Stars hide your fires let not light see my black and deep desires. (1,4)

•

Lady Macbeth: Yet do I fear thy nature; It is too full o' the milk of human
kindness. (1,5)

•

Lady Macbeth: Look like the innocent flower, but be the serpent under't. (1,5)

•

The witches: By the pricking of my thumbs, Something wicked this way comes. (4,1)

•

Lady Macbeth: Come, you spirits That tend on mortal thoughts, un-sex me here
And fill me from the crown to the toe top full Of direst cruelty (1,5)

•

The witches: Double, double toil and trouble; Fire burn, and cauldron bubble. (4,1)

•

•

Duncan: This castle hath a pleasant seat; the air Nimbly and sweetly
recommends itself Unto our gentle senses. (1,6)

Malcolm: Angels are bright still, though the brightest fell. Though all things foul would
wear the brows of grace, Yet grace must still look so. (4,3)

•

Macbeth: If it were done, when 'tis done, then 'twere well It were done quickly.
(1,6)

•

Macbeth: I have no spur To prick the sides of my intent, but only Vaulting
ambition which o‘erleaps itself And falls on th‘other. (1,6)

•

Macbeth: I dare do all that may become a man; Who dares do more is none.
(1,7)

•

Lady Macbeth: Screw your courage to the sticking-place, and we‘ll not fail. (1,7)

•

Macbeth: False face must hide what the false heart doth know. (1,7)

Act 4

Act 5
•

Lady Macbeth: Out, damned spot! out, I say! (5,1).

•

Lady Macbeth: Here‘s the smell of blood still; all the perfumes of Arabia will not sweeten
this little hand. (5,1)

•

Macbeth: I have lived long enough. My way of life Is fallen into the sear, the yellow leaf,
And that which should accompany old age, As honour, love, obedience, troops of friends,
I must not look to have; but in their stead Curses, not loud but deep (5,3)

•

Macbeth: I bear a charmed life which must not yield To one of woman born. Macduff:
Macduff was from his mother‘s womb untimely ripp‘d. (5,8)

•

Malcolm: Of this dead butcher and his fiend-like queen (5,9)

English Literature – Extension Tasks
Extract Analysis:

Elsewhere in the play:

This is a 20 mark question – language and structure

This is a 20 mark question - quotations and context

Act 1 Scene 5 Lady Macbeth:
How does Shakespeare use language and structure to present
gender in this extract?
Act 1 Scene 7:
How does Shakespeare use language and structure to present
Macbeth in this extract?
And these to build your ideas about Macbeth:
Act 2 Scene 1 ‗She strike upon the bell..‘
Act 3 Scene 1 ‗To be thus …‘

Themes:
Create mind maps of key
quotations for the themes.
Create a Kahoot !for your
friends.
Record a revision video on
your favourite theme and
upload it to the classroom.

Context:
Create a power point presentation on James I.
Write a diary for a suspected witch in the early 1600s.

Create a tension graph for the scenes of the play and consider how
Shakespeare uses form to manipulate the audience?

Create a fact file for religious beliefs in 1600s.
Explain the Devine Right of Kings to a friend.

Which speeches are climaxes?
Which are humorous?
Where is there irony?

Characters:

Check out:
Mr Bruff’s youtube revision.

Which scenes are most dramatic?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qfnUq2_0FOY&t=460s

Create facebook profiles for the key
characters.

BBC Animated Tales
Use this link to create
character wordles.

English Language - Paper 1 - Fiction analysis
Section A – Reading
19th Century Fiction

Section B
Imaginative writing
(45 minutes)

Q1 – Finding Literal information

AO1

Finding an appropriate textual reference

Q2 – Making inferences

AO1

Reading between the lines – finding
evidence to support an inference

Q3 – Language and Structure
Analysis

AO2

Analysis of BOTH language and
structure using a wide range of
references.

Q4 - Evaluation

AO4

•

Choice of two questions –
ONLY ANSWER ONE

AO5 &
AO6

•

Evaluation of ideas, events, themes or
settings,
Critical judgement about the text
using apt and discrimination references

•

Shaping audience response

•

Sophisticated use of tone, style and
register

•

Utilising a range of structural and
grammatical features

•

Extensive vocabulary

•

Punctuation used to aid emphasis

•

Range of sentence structures to create
effects

English Language - Paper 1 -Reading Fiction analysis
Meaning
•
•
•
•

what is the extract about?
what happens in the extract?
Theme(s) of the extract - what is it really about?
where does the extract ―get to‖ from start to end?

Character
•
•
•
•
•

Who is the telling the story?
What is the narrative voice? Is it first or third person?
What characters do we meet?
How are the characters introduced?
What do we learn about the characters that might be important?

Tone
•
•

What is the mood and atmosphere of the extract? (angry, sad, nostalgic,
bitter, humorous, frightening etc)
Is there an attempt to build tension?

Imagery and Language
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alliteration - the repeating of initial sounds.
Metaphor - comparing two things by saying one is the other.
Simile - comparing two things saying one is like or as the other.
Personification - giving something non-human human qualities.
Onomatopoeia - words that sound like the thing they describe.
Repetition - does the writer repeat words or phrases?
What kinds of words are used?
Connotation - associations that words have
Ambiguity - is the word or phrase deliberately unclear? Could it
mean opposite things or many different things?
Word order - are the words in an unusual order – why?
Adjectives - what are the key describing words?
Slang or unusual words and misspellings - Does the writer use
slang or informal language?
Characters - how do they speak? Do they all sound the same?

Setting
•
•
•
•

What location is described? How do you know?
What is the weather like?
What time of day is it?
What period is it set in? How do you know?

Structure
• Sentences- what shapes, styles and patterns can you see?
• Opening – how does the extract begin?
• Ending – how does the extract finish? Is there a clear
•
•
•
•
•

resolution?
Flashbacks – are any included? What do they reveal?
Repetition – are any ideas or patterns repeated? Why?
Connections – how do the paragraphs link together?
Narrative perspective – does this stay the same throughout?
Linear/non linear – is there a clear order to the events?

English Language - Paper 1 - KEYWORDS
Imagery and Language

Character

Alliteration

Words in a sentence/passage that begin with the
same letter or sound.

Plosive alliteration

Repetition of the B or P sound at the beginning of
words.

Sibilance

Repetition of the S or SH sound at the beginning
of words.

Metaphor

Comparing one thing to another by saying it is
something else e.g. the tree was a mountain.

Simile

Comparing one thing to another using like or as
e.g. the tree was like a mountain.

Personification

Giving an inanimate object human qualities.

Onomatopoeia

Words that sound like what they are e.g.
bang/crash/drip.

Repetition

Narrative voice

The perspective from which the story is told.

Archetype

A familiar/traditional character used seen in many stories
across different cultures e.g. the villain.

Protagonist

The main character.

Setting
Pathetic fallacy

When the weather reflects the actions/mood of the story.

Structure
Declarative sentence

A statement e.g. The sky is blue.

Imperative sentence

A command e.g. Stop running.

Interrogative sentence

A question.

Repeating a word or idea more than once.

Exlcamative sentence

A sentence ending with a !

Adjective

A describing word.

Linear narrative

Narrative that follows a straight line e.g. beginning –
middle – end.

Verb (dynamic/modal)

A doing word.

Non-linear narrative

Noun
(abstract/concrete)

Often starts in the middle of the story and then goes
back to the beginning may involve flashbacks.

A naming word.

Cyclical narrative

A story that ends where it begins.

Pronoun

I/You/He/She/They etc.

Motif

Reoccurring ideas and themes throughout the story.

Adverb

Describes a verb, usually ends in –ly.

Asyendetic list

A list without conjunctions or connectives.

Connotation

The associated meanings of a word e.g. the
connotations of red might be love/ danger/ anger
etc.

Climax

The point of greatest tension in the story.

Foreshadowing

Hints of what is to come in the story.

Colloquial language

Informal or slang language.

Semantic field

A group of words suggesting a theme/topic e.g. a
semantic field of war – guns/bullets/army/soldier

These are the main techniques that you need to
learn and remember for Paper 1.

Language Paper 1
Reading Fiction
Extension Tasks
• Make sure you are reading as
much as possible. Whilst the
Exam will choose from pre
1900 texts experienced
readers will recognise the
types of characters and
situations from their reading.
• From your choice of reading
book randomly open the
book at a page.
• In a spider chart write down 5
things you could say about
the key character.
• Choose 5 things about the
setting.
• Choose 5 things about the
mood or tone.

• Next make sure you could
identify the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Language features that the writer uses.
Sentence types the Writer uses.
Structure points the writer uses.
Who is the narrative voice?
Are there any gaps in time or the events?
What is the effect on the reader?
Which specific words show this?
Possible texts to try-reading or dipping into:
Jane Eyre/The Hound of the Baskervilles/ Great
Expectations/The War of the Worlds/Silas
Marner/The Turn of the Screw/Oliver Twist/ A
Christmas Carol/ The Invisible Man….

English - Paper 1 - Creative Writing
AO5
Communicate clearly, effectively and imaginatively, selecting and
adapting tone, style and register for different forms, purposes and
audiences.
Organise information and ideas, using structural and grammatical
features to support coherence and cohesion of texts.

Vocabulary
Avoid boring verbs
like walked - say,
strolled or
stumbled.

mysterious
exciting
serious
humorous

Tone
This is the way your writing
feels for your reader.
Register
This depends upon your
audience and context.

Select interesting
adjectives that
have a specific
meaning:
gelatinous.

formal
informal
entertaining
imaginative

Form
What format have you
been asked to use?

story
description
monologue

Cohesion
This is created with
connectives, openers and
planning.

In the
beginning …
Eventually ..
High above …
Before long …

Use fronted adverbials:
Falling awkwardly…
Staring blindly ...

Vary Your Sentences
Simple = one verb / very short - try a
cluster of three for pace or tension!
Compound = and/but/or
Complex = subordination, commas or
semicolons.
Use plenty of punctuation for pace and to
add meaning.

Subordination Conjunctions
despite / although / even though / whilst

SHOW DON’T TELL!
She was nervous. (TELLING)
Her hands sweated and her heart pounded. (SHOWING)

Create a Story Arc
exposition - rising action - climax - falling action - resolution.

Key Techniques
simile
metaphor
personification
alliteration
onomatopoiea
sensory writing

Hook
your reader!

AO6
Candidates must use a range of vocabulary and sentence structure for
clarity, purpose and effect, with accurate spelling and punctuation.

Zoom in!
Pan out!
Use your
senses!

Example Tasks
Write about a time when you were lonely.
Write a description inspired by an image for a school
competition.
Describe a time when you experienced something new for
your school‘s website.

Don‘t Panic!
Plan it!

Proof-read - check, and always correct, or improve your vocabulary and spelling.

Creative Writing Extension Tasks
• The Examination Board
tend to choose very
simple/broad tasks. Eg:
• A Childhood Memory
• A Special Occasion
• A time when you were
afraid
• A picture to describe
• A face of a person
• A Challenge

• Start with a few spider
charts to plan ideas.
• Sequence
• Build in extended
vocabulary.
• Vary sentences for effect.
• Extend vocabulary.
• Do not forget to focus on
Show-detail- not Tell-too
much story.
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RE Year 10 Spring Term:
Judaism: Beliefs and teachings Values
Beliefs about G-d
Shema prayer: “Hear O Israel the Lord our God is one”
- Monotheism (Belief in one God )
Tenakh (Jewish scriptures) reveal God Written as God sign of respect and it can’t be erased
God is a creator-this is shown in the Genesis story in
Torah - creation ex nihilo (Orthodox Jews take story
literally, Reform Jews do not)
God also created evil and created each person with
free will.
God is a law-giver - gave Ten Commandments and the
613 Mitzvot
God judges all Jewish people during Rosh Hasanah and
after death. They will be judged during the Messianic
Age also.
Shekinah - God ’s manifested glory or divine presence
on earth.

The Covenant with Abraham
Covenant - Agreement based on trust, it benefits both
parties
Abraham- early belief that there was one God and idol
worship was wrong
Book of Genesis –records that God told Abraham to go
to Canaan and promised him: “to make you a great
nation” and that Canaan would be “for him and his
offspring forever”- The Promised Land- many Jews
associate this with modern day Israel
Covenants still important today - Led to the belief that
Jews are “chosen” – not favoured by God Abraham
promised to “walk in God ’s ways” and circumcise
himself and his male descendants to bind the covenant
The “miraculous” pregnancy of Sarah in old age
symbolises the promise of fathering a great nation and a
gift from God to mark the covenant (Isaac)

Jewish
Beliefs

Beliefs about the Messiah
The twelfth fundamental belief of the Jewish faith is:
“The belief in the arrival of the Messiah and the
Messianic Era”
Messiah: anointed one; leader of the Jews who will
live in Earth in the future
Messianic Age: future time with global peace, possibly
through the intervention of the Messiah
Orthodox Jews believe that one day a descendant of
King David will be directed by God to rule with
kindness and justice. Will uphold the Torah, usher in
world peace and may rebuild the Temple
Reform Jews do not believe in an actual person but
believe the Messianic Age will come about when all
work together to achieve it
Belief in the Messiah gives comfort during times of
persecution

The Covenant with Moses
400 years after Abraham- Jews were slaves in Israel
Moses chosen by God to lead the Israelites (Jews) out
of slavery to freedom
Moses received the Ten Commandments from God
on Mount Sinai- the basis of the Covenant
God would be the God of the Jews and protect
them- develops the concept of chosen people
Jews simply needed to follow God’s laws given to
Moses
Moses led them to the Promised Land (he did not
reach it himself)- fulfilling the promise made to
Abraham
Moses considered by many to be the most important
figure in Judaism

Covenant
Kosher

Messiah

Mitzvot
Pikuach Nefesh

Key Words
a sacred agreement with God
(‘fit’ or ‘proper’) Foods that are
permitted to be eaten according
to Leviticus chapter 11.
the promised deliverer of the
Jewish nation prophesied in the
Hebrew Bible.
a command/sometimes a good
deed
the belief that a person should
do everything in their power to
save a human’s life

Shekinah

the place where God’s presence
rests and can be felt

Synagogue

house of assembly; the building
for Jewish public prayer, study
and assembly
day of spiritual renewal and rest.
Beginning at sunset on Friday
and closing at nightfall on
Saturday
The five books of Moses
(Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus,
Numbers and Deuteronomy)

Shabbat

Torah

RE Year 10 Spring Term:
Judaism: Beliefs and practices

Ten Commandments
Given directly to Moses by God on Mount Sinai
Form the permanent basis of the covenant between
G-d and Jews
First four outline the relationship between Jews and
God
The final six govern humans’ relationships with each
other
Displayed as the 10 sayings usually near the Ark in the
synagogue
Relevant today as they provide a summary of how Jews
are expected to conduct their relationships with God
and each other- most Jews agree on their continued
relevance

Jewish
Beliefs

Pikuach Nefesh
Jews believe in the sanctity of life: all human life is
Holy-created and loved by God
Pikuach Nefesh- obligation to save life even if
involves breaking a Jewish law (except idolatary,
murder and adultery)
Murder and active euthanasia not allowed
Some Jews believe it is wrong to keep someone alive
simply to prolong it so may turn off a ventilator
Many Jews agree with transplant surgery and will
donate organs but some do not as they need to
preserve a complete body for resurrection
Abortion is usually forbidden except in the event of
the mother’s life being at risk- in Jewish tradition a
foetus is not “a life” until the 40th day of pregnancybut it is still a potential life

Free Will and Mitzvot
G-d created us to be free- as given to Adam and Eve in the
book of Genesis
Mitzvot- Jewish rules or commandments (some Jews
refer to “good deeds”)- 613 including some in the
Talmud- dealing with worship, family issues and general
conduct
248 Positive (do this/that)- strengthen the bond with God
365 negative (do not…) prevent the bond with God being
damaged
Mitzvot provide divine guidance on how to use Free Will
correctly
Mitzvot between man and God- e.g. ritual, worship, food
laws, festival observance
Mitzvot between man and man- important as love of
man shows love of God
ØCover issues such as treatment of workers, and positive
advice on how to help the community
Beliefs about life after death
No clear teaching in Holy books- different beliefs have
developed over time
Some Jews believe in a physical afterlife, others believe it
will be spiritual
General acceptance that the “good” will enter paradise
(Gan Eden)- others will go to Sheol (not the same as Hell)where the soul will be cleansed
No teaching about what Heaven is like- an actual place or a
state of consciousness?
Some believe that we will be judged as soon as we die;
others on the Day of Judgement after the coming of the
Messiah
Some (mainly Orthodox) Jews believe in a resurrection of
the body; others believe in a spiritual resurrection- some
simply have no fixed view
Jews believe that focussing on the present is more
important than thinking about the afterlife

Covenant
Kosher

Messiah

Mitzvot
Pikuach Nefesh

Key Words
a sacred agreement with God
(‘fit’ or ‘proper’) Foods that are
permitted to be eaten according
to Leviticus chapter 11.
the promised deliverer of the
Jewish nation prophesied in the
Hebrew Bible.
a command/sometimes a good
deed
the belief that a person should
do everything in their power to
save a human’s life

Shekinah

the place where God’s presence
rests and can be felt

Synagogue

house of assembly; the building
for Jewish public prayer, study
and assembly
day of spiritual renewal and rest.
Beginning at sunset on Friday
and closing at nightfall on
Saturday
The five books of Moses
(Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus,
Numbers and Deuteronomy)

Shabbat

Torah

RE Year 10 Spring Term:
Component 3.2 - Judaism: Practices
Synagogue - House of assembly
Jews can pray anywhere but certain prayers can only
be said in the presence of a minyan (Orthodox 10 men
over 13; Reform 10 adults)
Importance as: a place of prayer and study; learning
Hebrew and the Torah; helping young Jews prepare for
Bar/Bat Mitzvah- a library is there to aid study
Importance as a social centre: collecting charity
money; youth clubs; day centres for the elderly; giving
advice on religious and social matters. Social hall holds
family functions
Features:
Worship room sometimes called a Schul
Aron Hakodesh (ARK)- holiest place as it contains the
Torah scrolls
Ner Tamid- Ever- burning light above the Ark- never
put out as it symbolises God’s presence
Bimah or reading platform-focus of worship when the
Torah is read so usually in the centre, or high up
Rabbi- Teacher (not a priest)
Sefer Torah- scrolls in the Ark
The 10 Sayings displayed, usually next to the Ark
No statues as idolatry is forbidden
Orthodox/Reform differences:
Seating- upper gallery in Orthodox-women and
children worship separately
Reform- men and women may sit together
The Bimah might be at the front in reform with the
reader facing the congregation (people)- Reformcentre in Orthodox
Reform may have an organ as music sometimes used
in worship (in Orthodox the singing is unaccompanied)

Jewish
Practices

Daily Worship
Orthodox - 3 times a day - Morning, afternoon and
evening
Orthodox men - wear tallit (shawl) and tefillin (boxes)
on weekdays
Reform - some men and women wear these too
Minyan - 10 men need to be present (women in
reform)
Daily prayers taken from siddur (order)
Opening prayers– praise and thank God
Shema is recited with blessings either side
The Amidah standing prayer- has nineteen blessings:
The First 3 praise God; The middle 13 are requests- 6
personal, 6 for the community; The final 3 thank God
and pray for peace, goodness, kindness and
compassion
There is sometimes a reading from the Torah
The final prayer- the aleinu prayer praises and thanks
God

Key Words
Bar/ Bat Mitzvah

Bimah

marks the time when Jewish
children reach the age of
responsibility for taking on the
responsibilities of the 613 Mitzvot in
the Torah
platform in the synagogue holding
the reading table

Kosher

(‘fit’ or ‘proper’) Foods that are
permitted to be eaten according to
Leviticus chapter 11.

Pesach

the Passover festival which marks
the beginning of the religious year

Rosh Hashanah

a joyous yet serious holy day which
marks the beginning of ten days of
serious self-reflection
Jewish house of worship

Synagogue
Shabbat

Talmud

Jewish day of rest when Jews
remember the biblical creation, the
Exodus of the Hebrews and look
forward to a future Messianic age
the body of Jewish civil and
ceremonial law and legend
comprising the Mishnah and the
Gemara

Tenakh

the Jewish bible

Torah

the law of God as revealed to Moses and
recorded in the first five books of the
Hebrew scriptures

Yom Kippur

day of atonement, an entire day of selfreflection

Role of the Tanakh and Torah
Tenakh (tanakh)- the whole of the Jewish scripture- the written
law
Torah- The 5 books of Moses- basis of Jewish law
Nevi’im- 8 books of history that also expand on Jewish law
Ketuvim- 11 books poetry, stories advice
Studied extensively by Orthodox Jews- Torah is the unchanging
word of GOD and is permanent for all times
All Jews look for moral guidance and to discover the will and
nature of God
Reform Jews do not study as much- believe the Torah can be
updated or reinterpreted for the context of the time.
Role of the Tanakh and Torah
Tenakh (tanakh)- the whole of the Jewish scripture- the written
law
Torah- The 5 books of Moses- basis of Jewish law
Nevi’im- 8 books of history that also expand on Jewish law
Ketuvim- 11 books poetry, stories advice
Studied extensively by Orthodox Jews- Torah is the unchanging
word of GOD and is permanent for all times
All Jews look for moral guidance and to discover the will and
nature of God
Reform Jews do not study as much- believe the Torah can be
updated or reinterpreted for the context of the time.
Kashrut– food
Laws found in Deuteronomy and Leviticus- kosher- what is
permitted
Generally foods forbidden (Trefah)- meat from pigs; shellfishseafood must have fins and scales; meat and milk together
Meat slaughtered according to Jewish law-all blood removedno spots in eggs
Fruit and vegetables can be eaten with anything as long as they
are washed of insects
Orthodox Jewish kitchens may have separate sinks, crockery,
fridges etc. to separate meat and milk
Orthodox Jews usually require a stamp from a Bet Din (Jewish
Court) to certify food as Kosher; Reform Jews may just look at
ingredients
Keeping Kashrut is obedience to God for Orthodox Jews.

Oral Torah and Talmud
Interpretations of the laws were passed down through word of
mouth- written down to avoid misinterpretation
This oral (spoken) law was collected and written down- Mishnah
(Rabbi Judah Hanassi 200CE)
Dealt with application of laws on marriage, divorce, observance
of Shabbat, dietry laws
Mishnah was debated- the debates were written down 500CE as
the Gemara
Mishnah and Gemara- combined to form the Talmud
Why important?- it is a commentary of the Rabbis explaining to
Jews how the Torah can be applied in daily life- it explains but
not replaces the written Torah

RE Year 10 Spring Term:
Judaism:
Shabbat
Weekly day of rest
Origins in the Creation story- God rested on the 7th DayJews reminded of God’s creation
Celebration of the Covenant and God’s promises
Begins at sunset on Friday and ends at sunset on Saturday
but lasts 25 hours
Orthodox Jews keep strict rules on what work involves
Reform Jews rest and take a day off their usual routine but
may not be as strict (some may drive to the synagogue)
Preparation: House is cleaned and meal prepared
Table is set with the best cutlery and crockery- to welcome
“Queen Shabbat”
Wine or grape juice, two loaves of challah bread covered
with a cloth
Wine symbolises joy; the challah the double helping of
manna God provided in the desert
Eldest female (wife/mother) lights two candles and beckons
in Shabbat waving her hands over the flames
She says a prayer for God’s blessing on the family

Worship and prayer at home
Shema is said 3 times a day- especially morning and
evening
Many Jews start the day with the prayer- thanking God
for “returning their soul”. Modeh Ani
Many Jews stand to pray- some rock back and forth to
show that the body, mind and soul are all engaged
Orthodox men will put on the tallit and tefillin (some
reform men and women may too)
Prayer at home is important as it allows private
contemplation about God. It can strengthen their
bond with God.
Remember that certain prayers may only be said with
a minyan (at the synagogue)
Touching the Mezuzah on the doorpost is part of
worship at home

Shabbat
Meal: Return from Friday synagogue service
Head of the household recites Kiddush (blessing) while
holding the cup
Each member of the family washes hands- purification
Bread is blessed by the Head of household, broken and
sprinkled with salt- then shared out
Each course of the meal is broken up by stories from
scripture and songs
Prayer of thanksgiving
Saturday morning- synagogue service involving:
A longer service than weekdays
Also contains a reading from The Torah and a sermon
(talk)
Each week a different part of the Torah is read- the
whole of it is read over a year
The Congregation stand to welcome the Torah as the
doors to the Ark are opened
Torah is read from the Bimah then held up and paraded.
People touch it with their tzitzit and hold them to their
lips
Once the Torah has been read it is replaced in its mantle,
breastplate and crown
•Service ends with Shabbat Shalom- return home
•Shabbat ends with Havdalah- at nightfall in the home
involving a spice box and plaited candle

Brit Milah
Act of circumcision of Jewish boys at 8 days old
Recalls the Covenant with Abraham
Seal of membership of God’s chosen people
Baby placed on an empty chair representing the
Prophet Elijah
Mohel- trained circumciser-places the boy on the
knees of a grandfather or similar (sandek)
Father says a blessing- over a cup of wine and names
the boy
A piece of foreskin removed
Celebratory meal
Bar/ Bat Mitzvah
Bar Mitzvah- “Son of the Commandment”
Age 13- a boy “comes of age”- has the full
responsibilities of an adult in terms of his religion
and his own actions- can form a minyan-full member
of the communityUsually happens on the first Sabbath after his 13th
birthday
He has attended classes preparing him and allowing
him to practise his portion of the Torah- which he
will read publicly for the first time
Will wear his tallit for the first time
Party to follow
Bar Mitzvah/Bat Chayil
Bat Mitzvah- Reform girls- “daughter of the
commandment”
Very similar to Bar Mitzvah- she reads a portion of
the Torah
Happens at the age of 12
She will give a speech at the ceremony
Bat Chayil- “Daughter of excellence”- Orthodox
Some Orthodox girls are able to give a Torah lesson
(but not read from it) at the end of a synagogue
service where she will receive gifts and be prepared
to keep a Jewish home

RE Year 10 Spring Term:
Judaism:
Marriage
Jewish marriage is traditionally in two parts: the betrothal
and the wedding
Orthodox parents may still use a match-maker working on
behalf of God.
Kiddushin-betrothal-is legally binding in Jewish law
Sometimes held a year before the wedding but mostly on
the wedding day itself
During betrothal the ketubah (contract) is drawn upoutlines how the wife and children might be supported in
the event of death or divorce.
Shabbat before the wedding the husband to be takes part
in Torah reading and announces his intention to marry.

Wedding: Usually in synagogue
Not on Shabbat or festival
Led by a rabbi - under a chuppah, symbolising couples
home
Couple fast - purification
Brides mother brings bride to him
Plain ring is placed on brides finger (Orthodox) both
exchange (Reform)
Important wedding guest recites 7 blessings
The groom breaks a glass under his foot to symbolise the
fragility of marriage and destruction of the temple

Death and Funeral
Ssomeone is with them so they do not die alone
Just before death, the person makes a final confession and
recites the shema if able
On hearing of the death, Jews make a small tear in their
clothes- over the heart for a parent, right chest for other
relatives
Blessing accepting God’s taking of the life
Funeral within 24 hours if possible- burial- though Reform
allow cremation
Before burial the body is washed- wrapped in a plain linen
cloth- also tallit (with a fringe removed) for men
Simple coffin-all equal in death
Not at synagogue- place for the living
Service includes psalms, reading from scripture and a few
words from the rabbi
As the mourners leave they wash their hands to leave
death behind
Tombstone must mark the grave- simple- no flowers but
stones are placed to show the grave has been visited

Mourning - 3 periods of mourning, decreasing in
intensity– aim is to allow grieving and getting back to
normal life
Soul leaves the body at the funeral
After burial - meal of condolence
Shiva - 7 days of intense mourning-stay at home and sit
on low stools or floor
No wearing leather shoes, no shaving, cutting hair or
make up. Mirrors covered and torn clothing worn.
Prayer services are help—Minyan made up with relatives
30 days lesser mourning– normal life but no listening to
music, parties, shaving
Male family go to the synagogue to recite Kaddish
11 months final period– mourners do not attend parties,
children continue to recite Kaddish
Both sons and daughters continue to light a candle that
burns for 24 hours in memory of parent on their
anniversary .

Rosh Hashanah—Jewish New Year
Shofar- ram’s horn- blown daily a month before. Special prayers of forgiveness said
all month. Day before, similar preparations as for Shabbat
Fruit not usually eaten is bought- symbolising renewal and candles are lit before
sunset. Kiddush blessing said over wine
At home:
Meal has a Kiddush blessing- apples dipped in honey hope for a sweet new year
A fish head is sometimes eaten- hope that good deeds will multiply
Next morning at synagogue, shofar is blown 100 times- longer service-many Jews
who do not attend as regularly will attend
10 day period starting with RH and ending with Yom Kippur- “days of awe”
Jews reflect seriously on their lives and actions and ask forgiveness
RH recalls the creation story- anniversary of when God created humans
Some believe God keeps a record of good and bad deeds- makes a decision about
fortune in the coming year
God’s judgement means all actions have consequences
Jews try to influence God’s judgement- extra prayers, acts of charity, make up with
people they have upset

Sukkot
Main feature = building Sukkah (hut) in the home itself preferable in the garden have minimum of 3 sides and large enough to sit in
Synagogue sukkot must have room for congregation
Meals and entertaining happen– if warm enough and room-sleep
Leaf covering must be more shady—but must not obscure the sky
4 species - citron, palm, willow and myrtle are held by the man in synagogue
At the end of sukkot prayers for rain are said—before this he moves them back and
for in his directions to show Gods presence
During prayers for rain, they circle the Bimah 7 times
Work is allowed on middle 4 days
Festival lasts 8 days- first 2 and last 2 are holy
Sukkah recall the tents that were dwelling places of Israelites in the desert when
they left Egypt
They recall the journey through the desert- provides a visible link with their
ancestors- common identity
The sukkah represent harmony- bring all together under one roof
Sense of belonging is reinforced through ancient traditions

Yom Kippur
Holiest and most important part of the year
Leviticus 16 describes how it is to be observed- obedience to Torah
Known as the Day of Atonement- God seals the book of judgement
Jews mend relationships with others during RH- YK is for humans to repent of sins
to God
YK allows God’s forgiveness and the relationship between Jews and God to be
restored.

RE Year 10
Spring Term:
Judaism:
Pesach - yeast (chametz) is removed from home
Children participate by hunting and then burning chametz- reminds them that they
needed to leave in a hurry
Thoroughly clean homes
Some first-born males fast as thanksgiving for redemption
Recalls the “passover” of the angel of death and escape from Egypt
Lasts 7 or 8 days- major family and community celebration
Marks the birth of the Jewish nation- fulfils God’s promise of the Promised Land
Celebrates the giving of the law (Torah) and the making of the Jews as the Chosen
People
Jews show gratitude to God for their freedom and redemption
The retelling of the story and games for children reinforce traditions- ensure they are
passed down
Jews think about and empathise with others experiencing oppression
Seder Plate:
Salt water -tears
Green vegetables -new life in promised land
Bitter herbs- bitterness of slavery- dipped in charoset- mortar used by slaves
Roasted egg- lamb bone- sacrifices in the temple
Matzot- no time to allow bread to rise
Red wine- blood of lamb
Youngest member asks 4 questions - Haggadah
4 small glasses of wine - 4 freedoms promised by God
5th cup of wine– door left open for Elijah who will announce the Messiah

Biology: Homeostasis
Key Words

Key Concepts

Coordinating centres - Areas that receive
and process information from receptors
Neurones - Cells of the nervous system
Central Nervous System (CNS)- The part of
the nervous system where information is
processed
Reflex Arc - Rapid automatic response
system

Reflex actions

1 Stimulus – a change in the environment
2 Receptor – detects a stimulus
3 Sensory neuron – transmits electrical impulse travels
to the CNS
4 Relay neuron – in the spinal cord. Transmits
electrical impulses from the sensory to the motor
neuron
5 Motor neuron – transmits impulses from CNS to
effector
6 Effector – produces a response. Can be a muscle
or gland

7 Response – the change in response to the stimulus

Endocrine System

Hormone - Chemicals produced by the
body that have an effect in another part of
the body
Endocrine system - Glands that produce
hormones
Pituitary Gland - Endocrine gland that
secretes many hormones
Insulin - Hormone used to control Blood
sugar levels
Diabetes - Disorder, where the body
cannot regulate sugar levels
Ovaries - Female sex organs that produce
eggs and sex hormones
FSH - Follicle Stimulating Hormone
LH - Luteinising hormone
Progesterone - Female hormone
Extra Challenge Here

Biology: Investigating reaction time (Required practical)
Key Concepts
Reaction time – the time it takes for you to react. You need to detect the stimulus (eyes) and
send an impulse to the brain (sensory neurone) and down to the hand (motor neurone)

What’s the point of the practical?
To find out how a certain variable affects reaction time.
Results
- People react quicker with practice and if they are concentrating.
- They react slower if distracted in any way.
Example Apparatus
- Dropping a metre stick
- Or using an online reaction
test to measure reaction time
(reaction distance with metre
stick).
- Many IV’s could be tested
e.g. the effect of listening to music, drinking alcohol, drinking caffeine, taking drugs or
medicines, gender, age, amount of practice
What may they ask us about?
- Control variables – what had to be kept the same and how did you do it?
- Why is it important to repeat? Calculate means etc
- Range of results, resolution of measurements, uncertainty of results
- Ethical considerations
- Use of control groups to compare to

Key Words

Precise – a set of results that is grouped
close together
Accurate – a set of results that has a
mean (average) that is close to the true
value
Resolution - The smallest reading on a
scale. The thermometer resolution above
is 0.5°C
Errors
• Random error – Errors that arise from
inconsistent mistakes in a practical
procedure. (Remember: Repeats reduce
Random Errors)
• Systematic error – Errors that arise
because of the same mistake in
procedures – for example a mass
balance that consistently weighs too
much/little

Watch the Video Here https://goo.gl/LtKWRS

Chemical analysis

Chemistry Trilogy Y10

In chemistry we can check to see if a substance is pure (made up from only
one substance) by using its melting point and boiling point. All substances
with have a specific MP or BP, this will change if there is a mixture of
substances. MP and BP are called fixed points. Pure water will only melt at 0
⁰C and will only boil at 100 ⁰C. If there are any impurities present then the MP
will tend to get lower and the BP will tend to get higher.
Sometimes you want to make a mixture and the exact amounts of each
substance is called a formulation. Drugs, fuels, cosmetics and fertilisers are
all products that will have a formulation as they are a mixture of substances.

Liquid Chromatography
This is a way of separating and identifying solids suspended in a solution, such
as dyes and inks. There are different kinds of chromatography but they all
have a stationary phase through which the mobile phase can move. In
paper chromatography the paper is the stationary phase and the water is the
mobile phase. A substance that is attracted to the mobile phase more strongly
than the stationary phase will move further up the paper than a substance that
is more attracted to the stationary phase. This allows us to separate mixtures.
We can then calculate the retention factor (Rf) to identify the substances.

Testing for gases

Test for hydrogen
1.
2.

Collect a test tube full of
hydrogen
Hold a lit splint to the end of the
tube

If there is a squeaky pop! Then hydrogen
is present.

Test for oxygen
1.
2.
3.

Collect a test tube full of the gas
Light a splint then blow it out
Put the glowing end of the splint
into the tube

If there is oxygen present then the splint
will relight.

Test for carbon dioxide
1.

Allow the gas being tested to
bubble through a solution of lime
water.

If the limewater goes cloudy then carbon
dioxide is present.
Test for chlorine
1.

Collect the gas then put damp
blue litmus paper into the gas.

If the blue paper is bleached white,
chlorine is present.
Key words are in bold type

Extra Chemical analysis for Separate Chemistry Y10

Copper
Flame emission spectroscopy

King Charles I School Knowledge Organiser
Chemistry GCSE (The rate and extent of chemical change)
5.6.1 Rate of reaction
Calculating rate of reaction
 The rate of a chemical reaction can be found by measuring the quantity of a
reactant used or the quantity of product formed over time:
𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝒑𝒓𝒐𝒅𝒖𝒄𝒕 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑑
𝒕𝒊𝒎𝒆 𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑛
or
𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝒑𝒓𝒐𝒅𝒖𝒄𝒕 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑑
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝒕𝒊𝒎𝒆 𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑛
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

Collision Theory
 Collision theory explains how various factors affect rates of reactions.
According to this theory, chemical reactions can occur only when reacting
particles collide with each other and with sufficient energy.
 The minimum amount of energy that particles must have to react is called the
activation energy.
 Increasing the concentration of reactants in solution, the pressure of reacting
gases, and the surface area of solid reactants increases the frequency of
collisions and so increases the rate of reaction.

 The quantity of reactant or product can be measured by the mass in grams,
by a volume in cm3 or by an amount in moles.
 The units of rate of reaction may be given as g/s, cm3/s or mol/s.
 You can show the amount/volume of product made or reactant used over time
on a graph
 Increasing the temperature increases the frequency of collisions and makes
the collisions more energetic, and so increases the rate of reaction. This can
be shown on different graphs; the shape of the graph shows how the
conditions affect the rate of reaction

 Tangents to the curves on these graphs can be used to show the rate of
reaction.
 (HT only) The gradient of the tangent to the curve on these graphs can be
used as a measure of rate of reaction at a specific time.
Factors affecting the rate of reaction
 Factors which affect the rates of chemical reactions include:
 the concentrations of reactants in solution
 the pressure of reacting gases
 the surface area of solid reactants
 the temperature
 presence of catalysts

King Charles I School Knowledge Organiser
Chemistry GCSE (The rate and extent of chemical change)
Catalysts
A catalyst is a chemical which can speed up the rate of reaction, without being
used up in the reaction. This means they are not included in the equation for the
reaction.
 Catalysts change the rate of chemical reactions but are not used up during the
reaction. Different reactions need different catalysts. Enzymes act as
catalysts in biological systems.
 Catalysts increase the rate of reaction by providing a different pathway for the
reaction that has lower activation energy.
 Reaction profile for catalysed reaction:

5.6.2 Reversible reactions and dynamic equilibrium
 A reversible reaction is one where the products of the reaction can react
together to produce the original reactants. A reversible reaction can be
identified by the symbol ⇌.
 In a closed system (where nothing can enter or leave) equilibrium can be
reached. Equilibrium occurs when the forward and reverse reactions occur at
exactly the same rate.
 In some chemical reactions, the products of the reaction can react to produce
the original reactants. Such reactions are called reversible reactions and are
represented:
𝐴+𝐵 ⇌𝐶 + 𝐷
 The direction of reversible reactions can be changed by changing the
conditions.
 For example:
𝑁𝐻4 𝐶𝑙
⇌
𝑁𝐻3 + 𝐻𝐶𝑙

 If a reversible reaction is exothermic in one direction, it is endothermic in the
opposite direction. The same amount of energy is transferred in each case.
 For example:
ℎ𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑓𝑎𝑡𝑒 (𝑏𝑙𝑢𝑒) ⇌ 𝑎𝑛ℎ𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑓𝑎𝑡𝑒 (𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒) + 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟
Le Chatelier’s Principle (HT)
 The relative amounts of all the reactants and products at equilibrium depend
on the conditions of the reaction.
 If a system is at equilibrium and a change is made to any of the conditions,
then the system responds to counteract the change.
 The effects of changing conditions on a system at equilibrium can be predicted
using Le Chatelier’s Principle: If a dynamic equilibrium is disturbed by
changing the conditions, the position of equilibrium moves to counteract
the change.
 If the concentration of one of the reactants or products is changed, the system
is no longer at equilibrium and the concentrations of all the substances will
change until equilibrium is reached again.
 If the concentration of a reactant is increased, more products will be formed
until equilibrium is reached again.
 If the concentration of a product is decreased, more reactants will react until
equilibrium is reached again
 If the temperature of a system at equilibrium is decreased:
 the relative amount of products at equilibrium decreases for an
endothermic reaction
 the relative amount of products at equilibrium increases for an exothermic
reaction.
 For gaseous reactions at equilibrium:
 an increase in pressure causes the equilibrium position to shift towards
the side with the smaller number of molecules as shown by the symbol
equation for that reaction
 a decrease in pressure causes the equilibrium position to shift towards
the side with the larger number of molecules as shown by the symbol
equation for that reaction.

Physics: Forces 1
Key Words

Key Concepts
Contact and non-contact force: Contact forces are forces that act between two objects that are
physically touching each other examples include:
●
●
●
●

Reaction force
Tension
Friction
Air resistance

Non-contact forces are forces that act between two objects that are not physically touching
each other examples include:
●
●
●

Magnetic force
Electrostatic force
Gravitational force

A resultant force is the sum of all forces acting
object. You can find the direction of the
by drawing a resultant force diagram.

on an
resultant force

Numeracy
F=ma Force= mass x acceleration
Ep=m x g x h Gravitational potential energy= mass x gravitational field strength x height
Ek = ½ MV2 Kinetic Energy = ½ x Mass x Velocity2

Gravity- a non contact force that acts
between two masses
Magnetic force- a force between two
magnets
Mass- the amount of matter a thing
is made up of
Newton- a unit force, symbol N
Non-contact force- a force that acts
between objects that are not
touching
Contact force- A force that needs to
touch an object before it can affect it
Tension- stretching force
Upthrust - the force on an object in a
liquid or gas that pushes up
Weight- the amount of force with
which gravity pulls something
towards earth
Gravitational field strength- the
strength of the force of gravity on an
object

Physics:

Forces 2 Required Practical (Forces and acceleration)

Key Concepts
What’s the point of the practical?
To find out what happens to the acceleration when we change the mass.
And to find out what happens to the acceleration when we change the force.
Example Apparatus
Data logger and light gate Measures velocity or
acceleration
Masses – make the trolley
(car) move

What may they ask us about?
- They may get you to work out acceleration from force and mass (easy) or give you the change in
velocity and time so you need to use both equations above.
- State one possible source of error (friction slows the trolley down, the trolley doesn’t go in an
exact straight line, the masses hit the floor and stop pulling on the string)
- What is the IV, DV and control variables for each part of the experiment?
(remember, if you’re changing the mass, the force should stay the same, if you’re
changing force, the mass should stay the same – only one thing changes)
- Interpret graphs of results and use them to calculate or make predictions:

Numeracy
Force (N) = mass (kg) x acceleration (m/s2)
Acceleration (m/s2) = change in velocity (m/s)
time (s)

Key Words
Precise – a set of results that is grouped
close together
Accurate – a set of results that has a
mean (average) that is close to the true
value
Resolution - The smallest reading on a
scale. The thermometer resolution above
is 0.5°C
Errors
• Random error – Errors that arise from
inconsistent mistakes in a practical
procedure. (Remember: Repeats reduce
Random Errors)
• Systematic error – Errors that arise
because of the same mistake in
procedures – for example a mass
balance that consistently weighs too
much/little

Physics: Forces 3 Required Practical (Hooke’s law)
Key Concepts
Extension = how much the length has increased from it’s original length
Example Apparatus
Weights – provide a force (N)
Spring - stretches
Metre rule – measures the length
of the spring (before and after)
What may they ask us about?
- Describe the relationship (directly proportional). Label the limit of proportionality
(where it’s no longer a straight line)
- What error would cause the extension to NOT start at zero (if you measured, the
length and not the extension. The extension should be zero with no weights, but the
length of the spring will be a few cm)
- What is the IV (force), what is the DV (extension), comment on repeatability,
resolution, etc

Numeracy
Results:
Hooke’s Law: extension is directly proportional to the force applied, as long as the limit
of proportionality is not exceeded

Key Words
recise – a set of results that is grouped
close together
Accurate – a set of results that has a
mean (average) that is close to the true
value
Resolution - The smallest reading on a
scale. The thermometer resolution above
is 0.5°C
Errors
• Random error – Errors that arise from
inconsistent mistakes in a practical
procedure. (Remember: Repeats reduce
Random Errors)
• Systematic error – Errors that arise
because of the same mistake in
procedures – for example a mass
balance that consistently weighs too
much/little

Physics: Waves
Key Words

Key Concepts

In a longitudinal wave the vibrations of
the particles are parallel to the
direction of energy transfer (diagram
above).
In a transverse wave on a spring the
vibrations of the particles are at right
angles to the direction of the energy
transfer (see picture above). If the
particles move up and down vertically, the
energy carried in the wave is transferred
horizontally, away from the energy source
creating the wave. The wave moves but the
spring oscillates about a fixed position.

Longitudinal waves show areas of
compression and rarefaction. A
compression is when the waves bunch up.
A rarefaction is when they spread out.
If the particles move from side to side
horizontally, the energy carried in the
wave moves along the same horizontal
direction, away from the energy source.

Sound Waves
All sound is produced by vibrating particles. The vibrations are along the direction of
the energy transfer. The particles bunch up and spread out. This sets up a pressure
wave with compressions and rarefactions.

Numeracy
Velocity (Speed wave) (m) = frequency (Hz) x Wavelength (λ)

Wavelength (λ)
- The distance from peak to peak
or trough to trough for a wave,
measured in meters (m)
Time period (T) - Time taken to
Complete one wave length
Frequency - The number of waves
passing a point per second (Hz)
Amplitude - Height of the wave,
the higher the amplitude the
louder the sound

Physics:

Waves

Key Concepts
What’s the point of the practical?
To find out how wavelength, frequency and wave speed are related.
Example Apparatus
Oscillating paddle – moves up and down
to produce waves
Results:
Speed = frequency x wavelength.
If you double the double the frequency,
the wavelength is halved and vice versa.
Wave speed stays the same because it’s
always the same material (string)
What may they ask us about?
- Explain why the wave speeds you calculate are all about the same but not identical. (Wave speed is
the same in water but it’s hard to be 100% accurate with measurements each time because it’s
hard to see where exactly the waves are, the waves keep moving, some waves are reflected)
- How could you improve the accuracy of measurements? (add insulation to stop reflected waves,
use a bigger pool, brighter light, sharper paddle to get nice clean waves)
- Comment on repeatability, reproducibility, range, uncertainty and calculate means

Numeracy

Wave speed (m/s) = frequency (Hz) x wavelength (m)

Key Words
Precise – a set of results that is grouped
close together
Accurate – a set of results that has a
mean (average) that is close to the true
value
Resolution - The smallest reading on a
scale. The thermometer resolution above
is 0.5°C
Errors
• Random error – Errors that arise from
inconsistent mistakes in a practical
procedure. (Remember: Repeats reduce
Random Errors)
• Systematic error – Errors that arise
because of the same mistake in
procedures – for example a mass
balance that consistently weighs too
much/little

Physics:

Waves

Key Concepts
What’s the point of the practical?
To find out how wavelength, frequency and wave speed are related.
Example Apparatus
Weight – hold the String tight (taut)
Frequency generator and vibrator (oscillator)
– make the string vibrate to produce waves.
Results:
Speed = frequency x wavelength.
If you double the double the frequency, the wavelength is halved and vice versa.
Wave speed stays the same because it’s always the same material (string)
What may they ask us about?
How could you measure the waves more accurately? (use a different colour or width string to make it
easier to see the waves)
Comment on repeatability, reproducibility, uncertainty and calculate means

Numeracy

Wave speed (m/s) = frequency (Hz) x wavelength (m)

Key Words
Precise – a set of results that is grouped
close together
Accurate – a set of results that has a
mean (average) that is close to the true
value
Resolution - The smallest reading on a
scale. The thermometer resolution above
is 0.5°C
Errors
• Random error – Errors that arise from
inconsistent mistakes in a practical
procedure. (Remember: Repeats reduce
Random Errors)
• Systematic error – Errors that arise
because of the same mistake in
procedures – for example a mass
balance that consistently weighs too
much/little

Physics:

Waves
Key Words

Key Concepts

Infrared Radiation: electromagnetic waves that heat things up.

Emit: when something gives

off something
Absorb: when something takes in or soaks up something (don’t say attract!)
What’s the point of the practical?
To find out how the colour and texture of the surface affects how much heat (radiation) is absorbed or
emitted
Example Apparatus

Results:
Matt black surfaces absorb and emit much more radiation than shiny smooth surfaces.
What may they ask us about?
- Independent, dependent and control variables (same sizes, same volumes, same thickness,
starting temp etc)
- Why should you put lids on each container (to reduce heat loss through convection)
- Resolution of measurements (1°C?), repeatability, reproducibility, calculating means etc
- Why won’t you get exactly the same measurements if you repeat the experiment? What are the
sources of error? (hard to read the temp at exactly the right time, slightly different volumes,
slightly different starting temperatures, can may be warm already)

Precise – a set of results that is grouped
close together
Accurate – a set of results that has a
mean (average) that is close to the true
value
Resolution - The smallest reading on a
scale. The thermometer resolution above
is 0.5°C
Errors
• Random error – Errors that arise from
inconsistent mistakes in a practical
procedure. (Remember: Repeats reduce
Random Errors)
• Systematic error – Errors that arise
because of the same mistake in
procedures – for example a mass
balance that consistently weighs too
much/little

